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SCHUNK robot accessories.
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sensor and power connections of handling modules and robots
for every industry and handling task.
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Industrial Power Supplies
FROM THE WORLDS NO.1 POWER SUPPLY COMPANY
The state of the art DRP, PMC & PMT series power supplies offer a nominal output voltage
of DC 24V/ 12V/ 48V/ 5V, a wide temperature range from -20 to 75 deg C and a minimum
hold up time of 20 ms. The rugged and ultra compact case material is shock & vibration
resistant according to IEC 60068-2. The power supplies provide over-voltage,
overload and thermal protection.

DIN Rail Mounting
« CliQ
« CliQ2
« Chrome

Panel Mounting
« PMC Series
« PMT Series

www.deltaelectronicsindia.com
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Demonstrating RoI
with safety measures
The Bhopal Gas Tragedy in 1984 was a catastrophe that had no parallel in
the world’s industrial history. Even after 30 years, the disaster comes as an
example whenever there is any discussion on process safety. After this incident,
a fundamental need has grown for change regarding safety control in the process
industries. There has been an increasingly strong focus on identification and
control of potential hazards with the help of automation technology. However,
regardless of the selected combination of safety measures, there is always some
residual risk. The key is to reduce this to an acceptable level.
Elements of automation technology have been getting used more to reduce risks.
The new international application-oriented standards have been created with a
comprehensive approach to determining safety requirements and implementing
functional safety in industrial plants. But at the same time, due to growing
complexity of process installations facilitated by continuous (and faster)
development of sophisticated designs of process control and safeguarding
technology, maintaining safety in processes and operations has become increasingly
complex and costly. Companies have difficulty demonstrating a clear return on
investment in their safety activities. But they need to understand that while the
cost of safety in process industries has far exceeded estimates from the dawn of the
modern safety era, the benefits of safety are more tangible and substantial as well.
The Cover Story in this issue deals with this topic by underpinning
observations, illustrating typical characteristics of the current situation and
indicating directions that could lead to solving the new process safety problems
with the help of advanced automation technologies.
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MARKET | NEWS

Promoting knowledge of process automation in India

ARC Informatique joins hands with Ubiquicom

Organised by ISA District 14, Automation India Week 2015 will be held in
Mumbai in October. Exhibitors and experts related to the field across
various industry sectors will participate at the
expo. It will witness discussions on the latest
topics related to automation & modern techniques.
Through this event, ISA will demonstrate the
importance of process automation and encourage
automation & control professionals to share their
knowledge and technical expertise by becoming
a part of the technical program of the ISA
Automation Conference 2015. Being a unique
full-scale automation conference and tradeshow
in India, the expo aims to promote the profession
and knowledge of process automation in India. It
The expo will witness
will explore various fundamental tracks dedicated
discussions on latest topics
to the industry segment of oil & gas, power
related to automation
generation, food, pharmaceuticals, life sciences,
technologies
water and waste water, fertilisers, etc. Also, it
will have new products and technology displays
in the field of industrial automation. Many international & national
companies have their conformation for sponsoring the program.

ARc has recently partnered with Ubiquicom, specialised in design and
development of products & solutions for positioning and tracking of people
& assets in unconventional contexts, using unconventional technologies.
The two companies chose to collaborate
and combine their skills to offer a
unique mobility solution. This is a
deliberate move from ARC Informatique
to step into the field of Internet of
Things (IoT) by interfacing with
established networks such as LoRa,
Sigfox, etc. Based on the real-time
monitoring
of
biometric
and
environmental parameters, Ubiquicom
The new features allow detection
adds an upper layer application to the
and tracking of people
PcVue Geo Map Control with its locator
suite. Easy to configure and performed
via web services, these new features allow the detection and tracking of
people and assets directly displayed as PcVue markers (which can be
symbols) in a geographical map. This detection and tracking is efficient
whether indoors and outdoors, regardless of the network’s type and
available communications-GSM, WiFi, Bluetooth, BLE.

> MORE@CLICK ADI03791 | www.AandD24.in
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Partnership for automatic warehouse solution

Building automation solutions for Indian market

Bonfiglioli has partnered with System Logistics SpA on Modula, a highperforming, automatic warehouse storage solution with different product
lines that optimises space and increases efficiency & productivity. System
Logistics designs & produces
machines and complete systems
for handling goods inside company/
production distribution systems.
Modula is the business line of the
company that consists of automatic
mobile storage systems with trays
that save 90% of ground space. To
meet all complex demands of the
Modula has automatic mobile storage
machine handling and driving
systems with trays that save 90% of
systems as well for the electronic
ground space
controls of Modula, System
Logistics enlisted Bonfiglioli to aid
them through their diverse product range of gear motors and frequency
inverters. Modula utilises several of Bonfiglioli’s gear motors, such as the F
Series, W/VF and A series. The cornerstone of all these motors is their great
versatility and efficiency, and they can be easily adapted to meet specific
needs. They offer streamlined installation due to their lightweight size and
offer a wide variety of mounting options & shaft configurations.

Messung group recently announced its partnership with Distech controls,
headquartered in Montreal,
Canada. Messung has
been appointed as master
distributor, serving the
Indian market. Through
this
partnership,
the
company will offer Distech
Controls’ complete range
of products & solutions to
this strong-growth market.
Messung will focus on offering innovative, greener and sustainable building
automation solutions for the Indian market. The partnership of Distech
Controls with Messung is to set the new trend in the building automation
segment by changing the outlook of the building automation industry in
India. “Distech Controls is excited to be partnering with Messung,” said
David Gill, Vice President, International Sales. “With our shared passion for
innovation, perseverance and customer satisfaction, this relationship is a
natural fit. The partnership will strengthen Distech Controls’ global
presence and position, offering new and expanded building automation
and energy management opportunities for system integrators, consultants
and customers in India,” he added.

> MORE@CLICK ADI03793 | www.AandD24.in
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New generation high pressure pumps

Eaton releases its 2014 sustainability report for India

KSB India has recently bagged an order for the supply of 6 sets of high
pressure boiler feed pumps for M/s Alstom Bharat Forge Power Ltd. These
pumps with design pressure of 500 bar will be driven by electric motor &
turbine having power rating 11 MW
and 17 MW respectively. All pumps
will be installed at NTPC’s 2x660
MW supercritical power project
located in Tanda, Uttar Pradesh.
The scope includes supply of high
pressure boiler feed pumps, booster
pumps along with accessories like
The pumps will be driven by electric
base plates, electric motors,
motor & turbine having power rating
hydraulic couplings, oil coolers,
11 MW and 17 MW
gearbox, noise enclosures and
related instrumentation. On receipt
of this order, Dinesh Khanna, Director—Sales & Marketing, KSB Pumps
Limited, informed that the supply of main boiler feed pumps and booster
pumps for this order is a part of KSB India’s ‘Make in India’ initiative.
These pumps will be manufactured in KSB’s Chinchwad plant, Pune,
which is a dedicated unit for energy projects and well equipped with
modern manufacturing facilities.

Eaton has recently released its India Sustainability Report for 2014. The
report titled Doing ‘More of What Matters’
summarises the company’s sustainability
efforts in India and reinforces its commitment
to build better workplaces and communities.
This report covers the operations owned &
managed by Eaton, for 2014. Commenting
on the report, Nitin Chalke, MD – India,
Eaton, said, “The report provides an overview
of initiatives that Eaton has implemented
for its stakeholders, environment and
The report summarises the
community. It demonstrates how the
company’s sustainability
company has been embracing and practicing
efforts in India
a culture of sustainability across all its
locations in India.” He further added, “Eaton’s
efforts towards developing sustainable products, technologies, solutions
and practices are always aimed at enabling customers improve efficiency,
reduce environmental impact and energy consumption and protect lives.”
The report is a reiteration of Eaton’s long history of helping the world build
a more sustainable future through its products and solutions, practices and
people. Eaton promotes health, safety & development of its employees.

> MORE@CLICK ADI03795 | www.AandD24.in
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Future Electronics partners with Digi International®

Gefran inaugurates factory in Pune

Future Electronics recently announced an expanded global distribution
agreement with Digi International®. According to Kelly Murphy, Director—
Marketing, Future Connectivity, “The expansion of the Digi products and
services is a natural addition to our goal of providing the most advanced
engineering/design capabilities
and the largest available-to-sell
inventory in the world.” As per
the agreement, Digi's complete
portfolio is now available through
Future
Electronics’
global
network in North America, South
America, Europe and Asia Pacific.
As a result, design engineers
around the world now have access to the full range of Digi's cellular,
embedded, RF, network and wireless design services through one of the
world’s largest electronic components distributors. “Future Electronics”
success is built upon its close business partnerships with suppliers
and customer. Through its decades of building these relationships, a greater
breadth of designers will have unlimited access to the entire Digi product
line to bring proven solutions to market,” said Richard Halliday,
VP—Channel Sales & Alliances, Digi International.

gefran India has recently inaugurated a factory in Pune as part of its
strategic expansion plan. Ennio Franceschetti, President, Gefran; Maria
Chiara Franceschetti, CEO,
Gefran and Kalyana Ram, MD,
Gefran India were present at
the occasion. For the company,
Indian market is a strategic
and target country to develop
its main business in plastic,
metal and lift application
mainly. Sharing thoughts on
Ennio Franceschetti, President, Gefran
the new facility, Franceschetti
inaugurated the facility at Pune
said, “We decided to invest in
a new facility because we
strongly believe in the opportunities to growth India can offer. To better
address to the customer’s needs, we need a bigger place to work and
make our process more efficient.” Further elaborating, he added, “Today,
India is growing at a very interesting rate, and we are focusing in strong &
core applications such as plastic and lift, where we can grow, thanks to
the dedicated sales & support assistance.” The company has product
range in the area of sensors, automation and motion control.

> MORE@CLICK ADI03797 | www.AandD24.in
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P+F inagurates manufacturing facility in Chennai
Pepperl+Fuchs Group (P+F) has recently acquired
Petroleum Safety Products Industries (PSP) in
Chennai, as a further step towards its future vision
of becoming a major player into the electrical
explosion protection arena and, thereby, increasing
the market share in the entire process automation
business in the country.
The facility was inaugurated in the presence of
Michael Fuchs, share holder of Pepperl + Fuchs
GmbH and Shane Parr, Ex VP, Pepperl+Fuchs Asia
Pacific. Speaking on the occasion, Fuchs said, “We
plan for expansions in the Indian market as it is still
the most emerging market in the world.” Also, Parr
explained the mileage given by Govan Acquisition
in Australian business from 2012 and expressed
confidence that Indian subcontinent will get
benefitted with PSP acquisition locally as well as
contribute to the P+F group with the manufacturing
base in Chennai.
Speaking on the occasion, Thampy Mathew,
MD, Pepperl+Fuchs India & PSP Industries, said,

The facility was inaugurated in the presence
of Michael Fuchs, share holder of Pepperl
+ Fuchs GmbH and Shane Parr, Ex VP,
Pepperl+Fuchs Asia Pacific

“With the current Indian business environment
and focus on ‘Make in India’ campaign, we would
like to develop this new acquisition to cater global
requirements of the group with high quality EEP
products & solutions, besides the thrust within the
Indian market.” With this acquisition P+F becomes
the only company in India, who can supply the
entire range of explosion protection equipment for
industrial applications in intrinsic safety (Exi),
purge (Exi), encapsulation (Exn), increased safety
(Exe) and explosion proof (Exd).
The event was attended by over 300
people, including customers like Gujarat Narmada
Valley Fertilisers (GNFC), Bharuch; Thyssen Krupp,
Mumbai; Essar Projects, Mumbai; Kasa Anlagen,
Chennai, Orchid Chemicals, Chennai; L&T
Chennai; Rice Lake Industries. Senior executives
from Gulf Steel Works from KSA, Petronash
Industries from Dubai, ESS Company from Abu
Dhabi were also there to witness the milestone
achievement of P+F group.
> MORE@CLICK ADI03799 | www.AandD24.in

Promoting Indian capital goods manufacturing

Siemens offers smart grid solutions

Hannover Milano Fairs India recently announced the partnership between
Department of Heavy Industries and WIN India 2015, the trade fair to be
held from December 9-11, 2015 at New Delhi. Department of Heavy
Industries, Ministry of Heavy
Industries
and
Public
Enterprise, Gol, has partnered
with FICCI for executing the
partnership for WIN India 2015.
This partnership is to work
jointly towards promoting
India’s high-tech engineering
& capital goods manufacturing
industry as a part of ‘Make in
The Department of Heavy Industries, GoI,
India’ campaign.“It is estimated
has partnered with WIN India 2015
that between April 2014 and
February 2015, foreign direct
investment in India reached 28.8 billion USD – a 40% increase, compared
to the same time period in the previous year,” said Wolfgang Pech, Senior
VP, Deutsche Messe AG and MD, Hannover Fairs International, Germany.
Adding further, Mehul Lanvers-Shah, MD, Hannover Milano Fairs India, said,
“The show is an ideal platform to showcase India’s high-tech engineering
and capital goods companies, research and innovation.”

Siemens is modernising the power distribution grids at Amritsar, Jallandhar,
Ludhiana, Dehradun, and
Faridabad. The objective
of these projects is to
improve the quality and
availability of the power
supply to residents as well
as
to
reduce
the
downtimes in the event of
blackouts in the entire
The objective of these projects is to improve
grid. The company will
the quality and availability of the power supply
implement its spectrum
power network control
system and equip the grid with SCADA/DMS functions (Supervisory Control
and Data Acquisition/Distribution Management System) for monitoring and
control. The volume of the orders amounts to a total of approximately
` 75 crore. Sunil Mathur, MD & CEO, Siemens India, said, “For cities to be
able to deliver true value, they need to be able to provide their inhabitants
with the highest standard of living, while ensuring sustained protection of
the environment. One such area is the smart grid solutions, which can
effectively transform the operational capabilities of power utilities, leading
to improved service to its consumers.”

> MORE@CLICK ADI03800 | www.AandD24.in
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SPS Automation India,
Control India, Motek India
SPS Automation India, Motek India & Control India 2016 to be held on 7 - 9 April 2016 at
Helipad Exhibition and Convention Centre, Gandhinagar (Near Ahmedabad), Gujarat will
create a single-source technology destination for sector players of process automation,
factory automation and quality control solutions to showcase their capabilities and
technological know-how to the Indian manufacturing sector.

With the Indian industry making forays in almost all in India’s middle class population by 2025 is also expected to
sectors of the economy, automated technologies and quality drive the demand in food & beverage, and subsequently in the
control is set to play an important role in the years to come. packaging industry, which is expected to grow at a CAGR of
Automation, especially robotics, is gaining increasing 15% annually and reach USD 32 billion (INR 2114 billion)**.
significance on the shop floor of the automotive sector in
Creating avenues for collaboration with Indian
India. Areas such as welding, material handling and dispensing manufacturers, OEMs and SPMs are looking to invest in
are completely being handed over to robotics. With cost and automated process and technologies across these sectors in
regulatory pressures rising, auto component industry is also this high-growth market. SPS Automation, Motek & Control
seen embracing automated technologies to meet global quality India 2016 will create a single-source technology destination
standards. India, being a crucial link in the global automotive for sector players of process automation, factory automation
supply chain will drive strong demand for automation, and quality control solutions to showcase their capabilities and
robotics and quality control technologies through its USD 145 technological know-how to the Indian manufacturing sector.
billion (INR 9582 billion) market.
Technology market leaders such as VIPA & Yaskawa
Among the six core industries in India, oil & gas sector Automation Combine, SICK India, Phoenix Mecano, Katlax,
has continued to record rapid progress with fast developing Pilz, Schmersal, Weidmueller, IFM Electronics, Elesa and
prospects for oil and gas terminal automation market, which Ganter India Pvt Ltd, Fischer Measurement Technologies,
includes eight product segments namely DCS, SCADA, Cubic Computing, Geissel India Pvt Ltd, Intorq India Pvt Ltd
PLC, PSS, HMI, blending controller, automatic tank gauging will participate at the event. Additionally, the platform also
and security.
provides a forum for dialogue with customers and technology
With food & beverage industry being declared as the specialists through a dedicated ‘Knowledge Seminar’ for
‘priority sector’ in the state and growing emphasis on food manufacturing professionals. ☐
safety regulations, demand for process automation and quality For further information, contact: Ruhi Shaikh, PR & Corporate Communications,
control solutions is set to surge. The expected ten-fold increase email: ruhi.shaikh@india.messefrankfurt.com
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“A phenomenal amount of design
activity in India”
…says Somshubhro Pal Choudhury, Managing Director, Analog Devices India, in this interaction
with Megha Roy. He informs that the company’s design centres in India are doing significant
amount of innovations and using latest generations of products in India. Excerpts…
Can you highlight on the emerging demand trends and
technology developments witnessed in process control &
industrial automation?
In process control and industrial automation, the emergence
of Industry 4.0, connected factories, shop floor to top floor
are making factories more connected & intelligent. In India,
industrial automation is at its infancy, but we
have a chance to leapfrog with new factories
being set up with ‘Make in India’ initiatives.
What is most promising about DSP
technology, according to you? What do
you think about DSP’s future advances in
emerging applications?
The most promising aspect of the technology
is that we are able to provide a roadmap that
addresses needs in a balanced manner. We
also continue to augment our programmable
cores with focused accelerators that are easy
to program and use. The common thread
is that our DSP hardware and software
technology allows us to innovate at the system level and make
digital signal processing even more integrated into the signal
chain. Some specific examples include larger integrated
memory, more signal chain integration, continued move to
higher level programming languages, and standardising on
micro controllers for the control plane.
The broad range of applications we serve and the wide
availability of our products and tools often give us an early
window into emerging applications. Some examples include
energy-related applications and vision-based systems. We
continue to see DSP adoption in emerging applications.

these semiconductor chips. The team at IPDC has developed
multi-generation of industry leading SHARC® processors
and Blackfin® products, signal processing ASICs for inertial
MEMS, radio transceiver design, advanced analog and mixed
signal products. Engineers at IPDC are involved in all stages
of product development from concept to silicon to production
and supporting customers worldwide.
Today, the engineering teams in India for
global MNCs, Indian OEMs and design
houses are extremely competitive globally.
We see our customers as well having their
design centres in India, doing significant
amount of innovations and latest generations
of products in India. Almost every one of
our business units has a major presence
in India. This includes hardware design,
product test and engineering, software and
tools and applications engineering who
support customers globally.

What do you think about the potential and
opportunity for your business in India to drive the global
market? What are your expansion plans?
As semiconductor companies are challenged to do more
software and systems, we will continue to expand our
engineering talent base in India. On the Indian business
front, in the last 3-5 years, we are seeing a phenomenal
amount of design activity in India mainly by the design
centres of multi- national companies and design houses.
Most of them have matured over the years; the expertise on
software has also now evolved to take on complete system
designs while at the same time, the importance of software,
cloud and data analytics has increased significantly in system
Brief us on the core competencies of your Indian design design. We are also seeing a phenomenal growth in startups
centre? Does it collaborate with the design centres in and we are engaging with them on a priority basis. New
other countries?
initiatives of ‘Make in India’, ‘Smart Cities’ and ‘Digital India’
The India design centre is involved in some of the most are bringing new opportunities to us. More and more of our
challenging designs today, including complex Application most important projects on Internet of Things (IoT) are also
Specific Standard Products (ASSPs), high performance DSPs, being done in India. ☐
> MORE@CLICK ADI03802 | www.AandD24.in
analog/mixed signal ICs, and embedded software that powers
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UNLOCKING HIDDEN POTENTIAL

5 ways to improve
safety & profitability
Process industries are inherently hazardous, and maintaining safety
in processes and operations has become increasingly complex and
costly. But too often, companies have difficulty demonstrating a
clear return on investment in their safety activities. With both
safety and financial concerns being a high priority, those in the
process industry sometimes struggle to reconcile them. The
article highlights five areas where most companies can easily
unlock improvements in safety and, quite possibly, profitability.
16
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OGP Business Development —
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Most companies can increase manufacturing
flexibility, profitability & overall competiveness
while improving safety, with little disruption
& minimal capital expenditure

In 1994, the world’s regulatory environment was still profitability and overall competiveness while improving safety,
reacting to the Bhopal-India gas leak that had occurred a with little disruption and minimal capital expenditure.
These savings arise across the process safety area, but we
decade before. At that time, the American Institute of
Chemical Engineers (AIChE) undertook a study to figure out will focus here on those related to process automation. Many
how much emerging safety regulations actually cost. It companies have paid for these potential benefits with process
concluded that, across all industry segments and plant sizes, automation capabilities that now exist in-house but are being
the average US industrial facility would start at 40 % underutilised or ignored. The trick is knowing where these
compliance and spend no less than $5.8 million over a decade potential gains are hidden. Here, according to ABB Process
Automation safety experts, are five areas where most
to effectively achieve full safety compliance.
The return on investment (ROI)? The kind that gives companies can easily unlock improvements in safety and,
quite possibly, profitability.
financial executives gray hair: potential cost avoidance.
That was 27 years ago, and process safety management
has since come a long way. First, ongoing investments are 1. Utilisation of existing automation
thought to be far higher than the AIChE had calculated – “up
When a process is running, a well-designed automation
to one-third to one-half, or even more, of the capital and
operating costs of the new plant handling the hazardous system can deliver more reliability, repeatability and speed
operations,” declares an abstract for another old study: The than any human being, according to David Huffman, a
Real Cost of Process Safety – A Clear Case for Inherent Safety, manager at ABB with background in chemical and process
published in November 2003 by Process Safety and engineering. The control system can identify when processes
Environmental Protection, the journal of the European change states, and can be programmed to act before those
changes become critical.
Federation of Chemical Engineering.
Typically, an alarm management system is used to identify
But also important: the ROI is now known to be far more
such changes, turning over the details of what to do about it to
tangible than the “what-if ” costs of an avoided incident.
Even 10 years ago, safety processes and technologies were human operators. As an example, Huffman describes a
being viewed for their impact on Overall Equipment distillation process that requires the product to move through
Effectiveness (OEE) and plant efficiency. According to the one of three drying beds. The beds are rotated through primary,
results of a study by the Center for Chemical Process Safety, as secondary and regeneration modes. “So you’re running full
cited in a 2001 workshop report, facilities that embed safety and at about the time you have to switch one bed offline, you
into their daily operations typically achieve a 5% productivity find out there’s something wrong with another bed and you
increase, 3% reduction in production expenses, 5% reduction can’t put it back into service on time.”
The usual response is slowing down the distillation process
in maintenance costs, 1% savings in capital expenses and 20%
while getting the troubled bed fixed. It’s a busy time for
reduction in insurance costs.
The timeline sends a clear message: While the cost of safety operators. “When you start scaling down a distillation tower, it
in process industries has far exceeded estimates from the dawn loses efficiency, you lose product quality, and control loops
of the modern safety era, the benefits of safety are more don’t perform well at the reduced-rate condition. The operator
tangible and substantial as well. The simple assessment is that is cutting flow rates, changing tower pressure, dealing with
most companies can increase manufacturing flexibility, overhead systems, boiler systems, etc. The more complex the
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With respect to safety, it removes distractions
from operators, making routine events out
of occurrences that would previously have
set off an alarm flood

tower is, the worse it gets. And the whole time, alarms are out of operators’ hands and let the automation system do a lot
going off continuously.”
more work.
But, Huffman continues, “If you know this happens from
time to time, you can record what the operator has to do and 2. Rationalising alarms
write a procedure around it for the automation to move the
Here’s a simple way to know if your alarm management
distillation process into a safer mode.”
There is an advantage in speed, which reduces product system is doing its job well: Count the total number of alarms
waste. And automating the routine around best practices that the system activates during the course of a month and
means achieving the same results, even if the event occurs divide it by the number of operator hours worked during the
same month. If the total comes in at much more than 6 alarms
when your best operators are off-shift.
Admittedly, improving automation at this level isn’t easy or per operator hour, then your system is running at an
free. “You have to go through the pain and expense of unnecessarily high level of risk and inefficiency. That rule of
understanding your routine states, defining them and putting thumb (6 alarms per operator hour) is just a guideline, warns
Ken Praprost, alarm management optimisation engineer at
in the programming code.”
Many companies overlook this step when implementing a ABB. It’s far simplified from ISA-18.2, a new standard released
new automation system. “There’s fatigue involved,” Huffman in 2009 that addresses alarm management in process
says. “The company gets tired of spending money, and the industries.
“During an `alarm flood’ period, you may get alarms at five
people get tired of the constant change; they want to get back
to a steady state too.” The good news, he says, is that it means or ten times that rate,” Praprost says. But six per hour per
you still have opportunity to make big improvements long after operator is one metric let you know if there’s a reason to go
back to work on the alarm management system.
you’ve grown comfortable with an automation system.
In Praprost’s experience, most companies deliver too many
Quantifiable benefits include reduced staffing, less wasted
product, increased quality and faster adjustment of controls at alarms, falling into three categories:
a level of higher precision and repeatability. With respect to Nuisance alarms: Those that go on and off so routinely that
safety, it removes distractions from operators, making routine they eventually get ignored, like an alarm that sounds whenever
events out of occurrences that would previously have set off an process temperature rises above a threshold, even if the process
generally takes care of itself before operators intervene.
alarm flood.
Often discussed in the industry as state-based environments, Standing alarms: Those that remain in an active alarm state
the discipline of improving automation across a wider array of for a significant period of time.
recurring events is the subject of a new ISA committee. While Non-alarms: Many alarms are really just events or data that
ISA-106, focused on sequential process control, is a few years someone in the organisation had wanted recorded.
In all three instances, operators struggle to identify
away from releasing its first set of standards, Huffman says the
goal is to “educate companies that processes run in states and, important alarms, especially when alarms are not prioritised –
in order to keep them safe and profitable, it’s OK to take things a common condition everywhere.
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If we can get the alarm system so
it’s not providing useless information
that operators don’t need to know,
the operators can do a better
job running the plant

Fixing it can improve safety and potentially improve plant
performance, Praprost says. “If we can get the alarm system so
it’s not providing useless information that operators don’t need
to know, the operators can do a better job running the plant.”
The main steps to improving an alarm management
system are:
Evaluate documentation and interview operators, engineers
and supervisors: Investigate whether the systems operate as
required and if personnel know why each alarm is triggered,
precisely how to respond to it, and how easy it is to interact
with the system interface.
Performance assessment: A review of alarm data over an
appropriate period of time (usually a few weeks to a month) to
determine the rates, frequency of individual alarms, and
response times to alarms.
Benchmarking: Comparison of results with industry
guidelines.
Plan and implement an improvement program.
Establish an appropriate monitoring and review process.
“One thing we’ve learned is that people like to put an alarm
on anything. If we investigate further, we can reclassify many
of the alarms as events so they don’t occupy space on the list.
Then we reprioritise to identify the true high-priority items,”
Praprost says.
There are also strategies for dealing with nuisance alarms,
vastly reducing how often they trip while assuring that they do
appear when intervention is required.
Evaluating such issues is a process independent of the type
of system being used. While it requires some cost, it can be
conducted with minimal interruption and meaningful
improvements in the way processes are managed. It not only
brings significant improvements in plant safety; alarm
rationalisation can make a significant impact to the bottomline
by reducing unnecessary plant trips.
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3. Consider human factors
If alarm management tends to place too much reliance on
people, human factors explore the issues created by the fact
that people are the most fallible part of a safety system.
Human factors typically include such areas as the design of
interfaces and displays, lighting, noise management, staffing,
safety-critical communications, ergonomics and, as already
discussed, alarm management.
“In human factors, a key issue is that people are overloaded
with information. When something goes wrong, the system is
not well-enough designed to allow time for reaction. It doesn’t
direct people where to look for the information they need,”
says Chris Greaves, business manager at ABB Consulting.
Other human-factor techniques can include providing
different audible tones for different types of alarms, or
automated redirection of lighting to focus on the correct
displays during alarm bursts.
Also, as Greaves notes, the control room is your last line of
defense, and for many companies, it would be very easy and
affordable to find multiple opportunities to change the
environment in a way that helps the people who work there to
do a better job.

4. Don’t purchase unnecessary redundancy
Redundancy is not equivalent to safety, and safety does not
require redundancy. “People get the two confused,” laments
ABB’s Huffman. “People get locked into thinking that if they’re
going to have a safety system, it has to have full logic solver
redundancy, often to 3x or 4x levels, in order to be safe.” That
means they have to invest in a second set of equipment that is
going to require regular testing and maintenance, and if all
goes well they’re never going to use it.
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“It’s not a true statement” Huffman says. “You can have
single-element safety systems that can be certified up to SIL 3
levels.”
When a single-processor system detects a process problem
that justifies tripping the plant, then it’s designed to lead the
plant through a safe shutdown. In the case of an internal fault,
it will also shut down the process safely, per SIL 3 safety
requirements.
“In that case,” Huffman says, “I’ve lost the process, not
because of a process problem, but because of a fault in the
system. If you want to keep the process running, then
redundancy is a matter of maintaining uptime, but not process
safety.”
Sometimes, keeping the process running is important for
personnel safety, Huffman says, because certain startups and
shutdowns can put people at risk. But that’s a different decision
than the process safety itself.
Huffman’s point is that companies pay for logic solver
redundancy in cases where the investment might have more
impact elsewhere, whether in other areas of safety or in
operating efficiency.
His recommendation is that companies pay to put at least
one person, who is respected at the executive level, through
some level of basic safety education, such as the ISA’s EC50
course on Safety Instrumented Systems (SIS). Then use that
education as part of the decision-making process around
investments in safety and process automation.

among its people.
“Competence is simply being aware that you are doing
things right. A small mistake can start the ball rolling,”
Stromme says. Competence, however, is not simple. It’s a
combination of having the right technical knowledge,
knowledge of work processes and experience for whatever
situation an individual may face. “It’s not just knowing what
you’re doing, but knowing how to follow procedures so you
can avoid making an error you didn’t know about,” Stromme
says.
Facets in mapping competence include documenting the
type of education each worker has received, and what kind of
experience, detailed to specific tasks and technologies. More
difficult but equally important, he notes, is to map an
individual’s attitude to reducing risk and conducting high-risk
work.
“When you take seriously the process of understanding the
competence of each worker, as an individual, that says a lot
about the importance of safety in an organisation,” Stromme
says. “You’ll get the level of information that you have earned,
based on past experiences that your people have. If you
demonstrate an open mind and attitude – that people won’t be
punished, and that information will be used to help everyone
become better and safer at their job – you are already doing a
very good job of reducing risk in your operation.”

5. Map the competence of people

There is no avoiding the need to make ongoing investments
in all aspects of safety: equipment, processes, systems and
people. But not all investments are the same. While some
require long-term planning and capital budgets, others are
small and fast. And still others have already been made, and
are waiting to be utilised and optimised.
By focusing on the above explained five areas, most process
companies can unlock hidden safety improvements, and in
many cases increasing operating effectiveness, without
disrupting ongoing operations or making large investments. ☐

One well-worn, under-attributed statistics in process safety
automation is that machinery is typically the cause in 10% of
failures; the other 90% of the time, human error is to blame.
Lack of a source for this statistic notwithstanding, few
people seem to argue the point that human error is the least
predictable and more common source of breakdowns in safety.
With that in mind, John-Erlend Stromme, Service Manager,
ABB Oil, Gas and Petrochemical Business Unit, suggests that
any company would benefit from a routine and systematic
review of the way safety competence is built and maintained
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“Ability for collaboration is the key”
Dr Karl Tragl, President of the Executive Board, Bosch Rexroth AG and Hans Bangert, Managing
Director, Bosch Rexroth in India, discuss their views on “factory of the future”, and brief on
the energy-efficient measures undertaken by the company in recent times, during an interview
with Shekhar Jitkar & Megha Roy. Excerpts…
What is Bosch Rexroth’s approach towards Industry 4.0? Do you think, with Industry 4.0 and/or Internet of Things,
How are you planning to roll out Industry 4.0 capability to there will be significant change in the role of people working
with machines? In what way?
your complete product portfolio?
Karl Tragl: Bosch Rexroth implements a dual strategy as lead Karl Tragl: In contrast to earlier approaches, the goal of
operator as well as lead provider for Industry 4.0 products and Industry 4.0 is not “people-free” factories, but rather the
solutions. As lead operator of Industry 4.0, we are exploring close interaction of IT, machines and people. Only with the
further potential in numerous pilot projects in our own plants. interaction of people and technology can efficiency potentials
In doing so, we are employing all drive and control technology be achieved. Working in a connected factory will be more
products capable of integration and are collecting valuable demanding but also more flexible. Connecting makes it
application experience. On the other hand, we are supplying possible to individualise a workspace. Ergonomics and work
Industry 4.0 products and solutions to our customers instructions can take into account different body shapes
(including, for example, electronic hardware, mechatronics, and the experiences and language knowledge of employees.
electro-hydraulics, or machine to software connections to the Altogether, the proportion of physically difficult, monotonous
enterprise level). Integrating production can only succeed if and repetitive work will decrease. The range of tasks will
end users, machinery manufacturers, science, and automation be extended and moved in the direction of coordination
and optimisation and, thus will become more demanding.
manufacturers implement it in small, but quick steps.
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“In contrast to earlier approaches,
the goal of Industry 4.0 is not
“people-free” factories, but rather
the close interaction of IT,
machines and people”
Dr Karl Tragl

People will get a new role as designers, users and decision- the suppliers on international networks too.
makers. However, continual training at all levels will become
increasingly important.
Do you see your future growth more as acquisitions, or
internally developing new technologies?
How does the “factory of the future” look like, and how is Karl Tragl: Development of products and technology as per
Bosch Rexroth incorporating that now?
customer’s requirements is a key corner stone for our strategy,
Karl Tragl: The Factory of the future will be more like a not only internationally, but also for local markets. In the past
connected industry. One of the main goals of connected few years, we had regional expansions. For example, in 2014,
industry is cost-efficient production of small batch sizes. Our we acquired a 50% stake in the Hytec Group, South Africa.
experience with pilot projects shows that the transition to In the future, especially in connected industry, I believe that
Industry 4.0 does not happen all at once. In fact, we see the companies must be able to collaborate with other companies.
most progress where changes that can be managed quickly Today, ability for collaboration is the key rather than acquiring
are being implemented. This could be a single decentralised big companies.
intelligent station, where the user collects experience and
builds on this to convert other stations. This could also be the Bosch Rexroth has been manufacturing a substantial portion
first application of condition monitoring for individual axes of components in India. How are you planning to continue
in order to develop anticipatory maintenance for the entire the trend of “local to local” manufacturing?
machinery. For example, in the multi-product line at our Hans Bangert: ‘Local to local’ manufacturing is important
Homburg plant in Germany, there is a production of more to us because we adapt our products according to local
than 200 varieties of hydraulic valves from more than 2,000 requirements here. Instead of adopting a general approach,
distinct components on a single line. Nine stations recognise we design according to the region and decide what products
an individual workpiece using RFID radio technology, are needed for the specific market and, therefore, localise
retrieve the work plan belonging to that piece from a server, production. We focus on products designed for local
and immediately decide on when and how it needs to process requirements in India at affordable costs, adapted to regional
it. Industry 4.0 is helping to handle these variants effectively. demands, developed and produced locally. For example,
The result is 10% growth in productivity, and the storage electrohydraulic hitch control for application in tractors
in production is reduced by close to one-third. We have or hydraulic containers for steel production (for Tata Steel,
successful implementations of Industry 4.0 with effective Kalinganagar plant) which are manufactured, pre-assembled,
communication between factories and suppliers. When we technically optimised for local conditions in India, and are
have a complete value stream in one factory, we can integrate ready for installation.
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“We focus on products designed for
local requirements in India at
affordable costs, adapted to
regional demands, developed
and produced locally”
Hans Bangert

How do you look at the potential for your business in
India?
Hans Bangert: India continues to be one of the world’s highgrowth national economies. It is already a very interesting
market from a mechanical engineering perspective because
of the size of India’s national economy. And the government
plans to promote industrialisation on a massive scale, making
the country a particularly interesting proposition for the
mechanical engineering and plant engineering sectors. For
us, major segments in the Indian market include mobile
applications, factory automation and heavy mechanical
engineering. The areas of growth are automotive, mining and
infrastructure sectors. We have a modern plant in Gujarat,
where we have invested 40 million euros.
Bosch Rexroth is rolling out the energy efficiency and
machine safety measures to its plants as well as to customers.
Do you plan to provide these services in India?
Karl Tragl: Since a couple of years, we are working on energyefficiency programs for us as well as for customers, globally
and in India. We have developed and implemented the Rexroth
4EE concept (Rexroth for Energy efficiency which consists of:
- Energy system design, Efficient components, Energy recovery,
Energy on demand), thus optimising energy efficiency in all
phases of machine life cycle. Take components from the Rexroth
range like axial piston motors which have got low coefficient
of friction or servo motors which are highly efficient these will
ensure peak performance. Moreover, energy efficient solutions
from Rexroth ensure machines and plants to run smoothly, for
example, the Rexroth variable speed pump solution ‘Sytronix’
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(Smart Interplay of Hydraulics and Electronics) combines the
features and multiply the advantages of both the technologies,
i.e. hydraulics and electric drives and controls. This lowers
energy consumption (up to 70%) and reduces noise considerably.
We also supply mobile demonstration units to our sales team,
where simple measuring devices for operators are showcased
to understand what proportion of energy can be saved by using
modern way of energy/motion control.
Hans Bangert: Drive and control solutions from single source
will always have an advantage by utilising synergies between
technologies thereby achieving efficiency. In India, Bosch
Rexroth is already supplying all drive & control solutions
integrated with energy efficiency to various segments like steel,
plastics, machine tools, construction machinery, to name just
a few. As a part of functional safety, Rexroth has established
“Safety on Board” path to intelligent and economical machine
safety. It offers standard compliant system solutions, safety
relevant products and a broad spectrum of certified products
for explosion hazard environments to machine manufacturers
and users. For example, our drive-based safety solutions will
help to increase machine availability ensuring the highest
level of functional safety. Also, our hydraulic valves certified
according to ATEX, IECEx, and numerous further national
regulations combine standard-compliant function with
maximum reliability. Thus, considering complexity of various
laws on safety, nationally and internationally, Rexroth is
offering a comprehensive product portfolio as system partner
for machine safety, also in India. ☐
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Analysing future of industrial production...
According to experts, the factory of the future will redefine what
manufacturing means to the world economy. It will be about factories
that are more flexible, adaptable and committed to shorter product
lifecycles. The success in business and manufacturing would be
redefined by the intelligent interpretation of data, be it coming from the
market or the shop floor. The feature discusses how new technologies
are transferring the building blocks of future factories.
Today, in the global context, the landscape of
manufacturing industry is highly competitive, and industrial
companies are under pressure to continually improve. The
competition is not only among companies, but also among
countries that have a robust manufacturing industry such as
Germany, Japan and China. As per recent reports,
manufacturing will be transformed from single automated
cells to fully integrated, automated facilities that communicate
with one another and boost flexibility, speed, productivity
and quality. In this context, Industry 4.0 will transform
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design, manufacturing, operation and service of products
and production systems. In this feature, industry experts
Dr Daniel Kuepper, Partner & Managing Director, Boston
Consulting Group and Rajabahadur V Arcot, Automation
Consultant, discuss how technological advancements will
shape up the building blocks of future factories.

Towards technological drivers
According to Rajabahadur, to make or produce a product is
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“Industry 4.0 offers multiple benefits,
which include flexibility,
productivity, quality and speed”,
Dr Daniel Kuepper,
Partner & Managing Director,
Boston Consulting Group, Germany

one thing, but for a manufacturing company to be successful,
it will have to outperform their competitors. “This drives
manufacturing companies to strive to innovate new products,
get them into the market faster, make them feature-rich and
user-friendly, and build them to ensure customer satisfaction
in terms of quality, and such others. They also focus on
achieving efficiencies along the value chain, containing costs,
and becoming more productive and efficient in use of all
resources,” he explains.
Kuepper believes that there are nine technology drivers
that form the foundation of Industry 4.0 and are already used
in manufacturing applications. “It includes Big Data and
analytics, cloud applications and cyber security, industrial
internet, horizontal/vertical integration, advanced robots,
Additive Manufacturing, augmented reality and simulation,”
he shared.
According to the report on Industry 4.0 from the Boston
Consultancy Group, these pillars of technological advancement
transforms production: isolated, optmised cells will come
together as fully integrated, automated and optimised
production flow, leading to greater efficiencies and changing
traditional production relationships among suppliers,
producers and customers as well as between human and
machines. Also, an enhanced co-operation between humans
and robots enable the component manufacturer to produce
multiple component types from a single production line.
The growing interconnectivity of machines, products, parts
and humans will also require new international standards that
define interaction of these elements in the digital factory of
the future. As per the report on Industry 4.0 from the Boston
Consultancy Group, Germany’s Platform Industrie 4.0 was the
first driver, but the US-based Industrial Internet Consortium
(IIC) has become a prominent alternative in the recent past.

Transforming manufacturing process

“Trends associated with the ‘Factory
of the Future’ present the country’s
manufacturing industry an excellent
opportunity to leverage them to
leapfrog”
Rajabahadur V Arcot,
Automation Consultant

process control system. This allows field devices to
communicate and interact both with one another and with
more centralised controllers, as necessary. It also decentralises
analytics and decision making, enabling real-time responses.
As per Kuepper, Industry 4.0 offers multiple benefits, which
include flexibility, productivity, quality and speed. Also, safety,
working conditions, training & qualification, environment
protection and innovative capability are enhanced. “Industry
4.0 has significant impact across manufacturing verticals such
as depth of value creation, manufacturing network and shop
floor optimisation,” he shares.
Explaining further, Rajabahadur believes that ‘Internet of
Things’ have caught the imagination of the technology
companies, including automation companies that describe
intelligent & networking devices that exchange data/
information. “IoT devices, when embedded in a physical entity,
such as a sensor or an actuator, can capture and analyse data
relating to physical entity, generate relevant information and
initiate action, and share the same with other networked
devices. They also can perform other assigned functions. Such
intelligent devices, when applied in industries, such as
automotive or electric power or others, act as Industrial
Internet of Things (IIoT) and turn the manufacturing
equipment with embedded intelligent devices as a cyberphysical system,” he adds.

Currently, only few manufacturer’s sensors and machines Role of IT in company’s operations
are networked and make use of embedded computing. They
As manufacturers demand greater connectivity and
are typically organised in a vertical automation pyramid in
which sensors and field devices with limited intelligence and interaction of Industry 4.0 capable machines and systems in
automation controllers feed into an overarching manufacturing- their factories, manufacturing system-suppliers will have to
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expand the role of IT in their products. Changes will likely
include a greater modularisation of functionality with
deployments in the cloud and embedded devices. Many
manufacturing companies are also starting to harness the
power of Big Data in their factories for better planning &
scheduling in the shop-floor operations.
Given that the recent advances in IT has taken data &
information acquisition and analysis to new levels, Rajabahadur
believes that information technology has almost become
integral to industrial companies’ operations. He opines,“They
facilitate faster & more accurate real-time data & information
acquisition, contextualising & co-relating them, appropriately
visualising and archiving them, etc. Technology allows
embedded devices, such as sensors & actuators to be networked,
so that they can share information.”

Application benefits
According to the report on Industry 4.0 from the Boston
Consultancy Group, the fourth wave of technological
advancement will bring benefits in four areas: productivity,
revenue growth, employment and investment. While Industry
4.0 will be embraced by more companies, boosting productivity
across all German manufacturing sector, it will also drive
revenue growth of about 30 billion euro a year, or roughly 1%
of Germany’s GDP.
At the same time, the growing use of software, connectivity
and analytics will increase demand for employees with
competencies in software development and IT technologies,
such as mechatronics experts with software skills. In addition,
adapting production process to incorporate Industry 4.0 will
require German producers to invest about 250 billion euros in
the next ten years.

The way forward…
Producers as well as suppliers must work to adapt
infrastructure and education as they embrace the technologies
of Industry 4.0. This is best addressed through a combined
effort involving government, industry associations and
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businesses to upgrade technological infrastructure such as
fixed and mobile-branded services as well as adapt school
curricula, training and university programs and strengthen
entrepreneurial approaches to increase IT-related skills and
innovation abilities of the workforce.
It goes without saying that industries and countries will
embrace Industry 4.0 at different rates and in different ways.
Industries with a high level of product variants, such as
automotive and food & beverage industries will benefit from a
greater degree of flexibility that can gain productivity gains,
for example. Countries with high-cost skilled labour will be
able to capitalise on the higher degree of automation combined
with increased demand for more highly skilled labour. However,
many emerging markets with a young, technology-savvy
workforce might also jump at the opportunity, creating new
manufacturing concepts.
India, with a growing economy, needs a robust
manufacturing industry capable of contributing more to the
country’s GDP and creating better livelihood opportunities
outside of agriculture for millions of people. Keeping this in
mind, Rajabahadur briefs, “Trends associated with the ‘Factory
of the Future’ present the country’s manufacturing industry an
excellent opportunity to leverage them to leapfrog. It also
presents the country’s technology companies to emerge as
global players in the development of Internet of Things devices,
architecture, and platform. According to recent reports, young
entrepreneurs in large numbers are starting new companies,
especially, in the information technology domain. It is time
that some of them explore opportunities in the domain of IoT
and connected enterprises.”
On a concluding note, Kuepper suggests that no one-size
fits all solution. As such, one should make sure to thoroughly
select the right use cases and potentially partner for application
engineering. He further explains, “New capabilities will be
required in your company, so, be prepared to hire talents that
are potentially not in your current recruiting scope (e.g. data
scientists). Industry 4.0 does not replace process improvements
through lean manufacturing. Nevertheless, the technology
driven optimisation is a great complement to it.” ☐
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OpTIMISINg ElEcTRONIcS pRODUcTION
Today, semiconductors cannot be manufactured without using machine vision. In fact,
machine vision is an enabling technology that has made it possible to achieve the density
featured in today’s integrated circuits and it permits cost-effective manufacturing of such
circuits. The article focuses on how the new machine vision technology optimises electronic
component manufacturing
Suppliers of electronic materials, active components, IC
packages, passive components and finished electronic
equipment all use machine vision to drive high quality
production at lower costs. The technology that serves as the
basis of both 2D and 3D machine vision is becoming more
powerful and even more useful in electronic assembly
applications. Vision systems now offer even higher resolution,
greater speed and better colour properties. Lighting is more
capable thanks to LED development which is making multidirectional and sequential lighting more cost-effective on
production lines.
Vision system products featuring powerful vision tools
and deployed by professionals with extensive application
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expertise enable electronics manufacturing engineers to meet
tough production and packaging requirements for product
quality and safety.

Inspection challenges
Surface mount devices (SMD) such as transistors,
capacitors, resistors and other components shrunk in size to
just a few millimetres or less allow for greater density and
functionality on printed circuit boards (PCBs). The
combination of size reduction and increased functionality has
greatly improved the performance capabilities of electronic
devices but made it practically impossible for either manual
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Vision software combines the power and
adaptability of advanced programming
with the simplicity of a graphical
programming environment

assembly or inspection at cost-effective production speeds.
For many years, machine vision has been a critical tool in
PCB warpage inspection prior to device population; SMD
picking, placement, and mounting verification; and solder
validation. Using 2D and 3D solutions, machine vision locates
the PCB on the tray, guides high-speed pick-and-place robots
to individual SMD components for picking, guides the arm
back to the PCB to place the SMD and, finally, validates the
solder connections for each SMD lead through the PCB via or
mounting hole.
Without the speed and precision of machine vision as a
robotic guidance mechanism, assembling modern PCBs
would not be possible. In addition, solder validation would be
completely impossible using manual methods due to the
density of the components on the board. Machine vision not
only validates the connection, but also provides feedback on
defects in the event of solder cracking, inadequate reflow or
other process characteristics that manufacturing engineers
need to troubleshoot on problematic assembly lines.
As both passive SMD and active microprocessor
components continue to shrink in size, the chance of the
wrong component being placed, or reversed on a fast
production line can only be determined through an automated
inspection routine provided by machine vision technology. As
with the SMD device example, machine vision allows
electronics manufacturers to correctly place and verify
components before additional value-add steps are taken,
reducing rework and improving production yields.
Historically, laser scanning devices were used to verify the
miniscule solder connections on each SMD and microprocessor
lead where it connects to the PCB. While this approach allowed
the manufacturer to automatically inspect the increasingly
small pitch between devices, laser scanning was slow &
expensive. New 3D machine vision techniques allow for
volume analysis of solder paste, balls, etc to validate electrical
connections before additional value add steps are taken.
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This has become even more critical in light of new
government regulations such as Restriction of Hazardous
Substances (RoHS) that prevent the use of toxic metals, such
as lead, in electronics components manufacturing. While safer
for the environment, replacement solder materials using tin
and other metals bring a new set of challenges to the electronics
manufacturer, such as whiskers, along with more common
problems like gaps and cracks. Each of these conditions
requires careful control of the reflow solder process to prevent
shorts and bad connections. Only through careful monitoring
and use of real time machine vision inspection data can
manufacturing engineers hope to maintain control of their
solder processes.

Machine vision products
Vision sensors: These are all-in-one solutions featuring a
built-in camera, processor, lighting, optics and input/output
capable of detecting and inspecting up to 6,000 parts per
minute. For electronics manufacturers, vision sensors can
check component orientation on the production line. These
sensors deliver reliable readings even with variable positions
and sizes. They help reduce production downtime and
maintain high speeds by eliminating position adjustments
and minimising resets.
Vision systems: These are unmatched in their ability to
inspect, identify and guide parts. These self-contained,
industrial grade vision systems combine a library of advanced
vision tools with high-speed image acquisition and processing.
A wide range of models, including line scan and color systems,
meet all price and performance requirements.
Vision software: This software combines the power and
adaptability of advanced programming with the simplicity of
a graphical programming environment. A library of powerful,
proven vision tools allows for total hardware independence,
no matter what camera, frame grabbers and other peripherals
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Reduced application development time and faster inspection with machine vision

you use. VisionPro® is ideal for systems integrators, OEMs and
advanced vision users that require large numbers of cameras
or applications that integrate with existing PC and human
machine interface (HMI) hardware.
The various machine vision tools that help in improving
quality for the electronics industry are as below:
t Inspect: Machine vision inspects for assembly errors,
surface defects, damaged parts and missing features.
Vision tools identify the orientation, shape and position of
objects and features.
t Guide: Vision software guides automation equipment and
robotic devices. Proven vision tools align parts for high
accuracy assembly operations and other manufacturing
processes.
t Gauge/measure: Vision tools gauge parts to check critical
dimensions and measure product components for sorting
and classification processes.
t OCR/OCV: Powerful algorithms read and verify
alphanumeric characters marked directly on parts and
printed on labels.
t Presence/absence: Cognex vision devices detect the
presence or absence of simple features and objects on
high-speed production lines to give basic pass/fail results.
t Code reading: Specialised tools read 1-D barcodes or 2-D
matrix codes from slow moving to high speed and hard to
read direct part marked codes.

Machine vision in action
Reduced
application
development
time:
ASYS
Automatisierungssysteme GmbH based in Dornstadt, Germany,
faced the challenge of complete component traceability in its
prize-winning INSIGNUM 2000 laser marking system.
VisionPro software with its solution provided a digital data
printed directly on products allows for complete component
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traceability even in high volume production environments,
and the use of laser marking technology guarantees extremely
low error rates in this process. The performance and flexibility
of the hardware installed to facilitate this process is entirely
dependent on the quality and functionality of the image
processing software being used. The INSIGNUM 2000 laser
now reads up to 20 codes in less than 15 seconds, including
handling.
Provides faster inspection: Bangze Equipment based in
China, faced the challenge of performing inspections of heat
protection short circuits in temperatures of around 300°C
(572°F), and at short circuit distances of only around 1mm
(0.04 in). In-Sight® vision systems with its solution was
installed in a very narrow insulated space and using the edge
tool found in the software, the bi-metal sheet edges are found.
Finally, a measurement tool is used to measure the direct
distance between the two lines. After the system receives the
inspection signal, it makes ten heat protection measurements
at a precision of ±0.04 mm and sends a signal within 10
milliseconds, providing Bangze Equipment with ideal
production manufacturing conditions.
Provides optical control of lasered codes on PCBs: Rommel
GmbH based in Ehingen, Germany, faced the challenge of
using lasered data matrix codes to ensure that the PCB boards
are produced without errors. In-Sight vision system provides
a solution, where there is usage of innovative laser scan head
that features a moving deflection mirror, CO2 lasers and the
In-Sight vision system to reach its precision goals. It helped
the company to execute the required laser marking tasks
perfectly. Captured images and data are easily handled using
the software and extensive library of proven vision tools. In
addition, the system’s robust die cast aluminium and stainless
steel housing are highly effective in making the system
resistant to high vibration stress, and protecting the inner
workings of the system against dust & debris.
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Machine Vision provides optical control of lasered codes on PCBs and reduces time to inspect

Reduces inspection time: DWFritz Automation based in
USA, faced the challenge in their Microelectromechanicalsystems (MEMS) need to be positioned in a
plastic housing to submicron tolerances to align mechanical
components on the die with interfacing components on the
housing. VisionPro software with its solution along with
MEMS part inspection tool uses two Cognex cameras and a
Cognex frame grabber to perform over 500 measurements
across nine manufacturing steps with a cycle time of no more
than 30 seconds per step. The benefits achieved includes the
precision inspection machine inspects over 500 measurements
across nine different process steps at a rate of 120 parts per
hour, enabling 100% inspection with only one operator. The
kinematic fixture provides better than 0.2-micron
repeatability when removing and replacing parts. The
inspection system measures large and small features on the
same part and co-relates measurements between high and
low magnification cameras. The Cognex cameras and frame
grabber provide the high levels of resolution needed to
ensure that submicron tolerances are met on every unit.

Product traceability made easy
To ensure product safety and efficient recalls, producers
must be able to quickly identify and locate potentially faulty
parts in the supply chain that could pose a hazard to
consumers.
While electronic product prices have remained relatively
stable in the face of increasing functionality thanks to cost
savings from miniaturisation and automated assembly,
manufacturers must have visibility across their production
floor to maintain profit margins. This means product
inspections at each manufacturing node and closed loop
control of automated assembly processes must be performed
successfully before additional labour and energy are expended
on defective products.
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At the same time, manufacturers face a greater regulatory
burden to track their products and validate environmental
compliance as well as the need to limit liability from product
recalls caused by defective components from secondary
suppliers. In each of these cases, machine vision product
tracking is at the cutting edge of the enterprise network,
tracking all products throughout the manufacturing process
and providing management with the data they need to
optimize production while protecting their company from
financial risks.
The better and more precise the traceability system in an
electronics manufacturing process, the faster problems can be
identified and resolved. Machine vision helps manage the
supply chain in four ways such as improves management of
work in process, reduces inventory, optimises availability and
use of production tools and minimises distribution of nonconforming products

Summary
With capacitors and other passive components measured
in the microns and critical dimensions of semiconductors
measured in nanometers, automated machine vision offers
the only cost-effective way to check the quality of
semiconductor components and electronic assemblies. When
combined with direct automated signal testing, machine
vision puts manufacturers in control of each step in the
electronic manufacturing process—from incoming component
inspection, to assembly, packaging and shipping.
Furthermore, machine vision’s ability to read 2D data
codes on components and JEDEC tray symbols give OEMs the
capability to view and manage their entire supply chain,
resulting in lean, profit-driven electronic enterprises for
today’s fast-moving markets. ☐
Courtesy: Cognex Corporation
> MORE@CLICK ADI03806 | www.AandD24.in
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The keyword is collaboration
To accommodate today’s increased complexity, automation has to
take into account interconnectivity between various systems at the
supplier, users, and distribution ends. The article discusses how
offerings in automation technology and services have come a
long way, and have transitioned from technology-centric to
being business-centric, adding value to business.

G Ganapathiraman
Country Manager
ARC Advisory Group, India
ramang@arcweb.com.

Automation plays a pivotal role in the evolution of Meeting business structures
information-driven business architecture. Companies are
With today’s increasing focus on “the business,” automation
beginning to find ways to quantify the returns from
incorporating the latest technologies, such as smart sensors, systems must fit within the overarching business structures.
Big Data, and advanced analytics. Gradually, these technologies No longer can process automation (and other) systems function
are becoming more prevalent as they enable relevant and independently. Instead, they must perform in a collaborative
timely sharing of data to generate actionable information, but way throughout an industrial enterprises’ entire value chain. It
implementation challenges remain. Automation can help is essential to understand the impact of the current businesscompanies manage business processes by connecting systems centric trends on the enterprise before considering the
and people (both internal and external to the organisation) in collaborative requirements for process automation systems.
a coordinated way. Suppliers and users should implement ARC views collaboration in manufacturing in three dimensions,
automation in a manner that enables it to be responsive to the each of which may be considered from an internal or
external perspective: product/process lifecycle, supply chain
demands of customers as well as changes in plant equipment.
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and enterprise operations.
DCS updates to ensure that one is not using an out-dated
Industry has seen much collaboration-related activity in control system platform, which could result in lost
the last few years, due — in large part — to the increasingly opportunities. ARC has analysed the automation needs of
dynamic and global nature of the competitive environment. modern process manufacturers and has developed a vision of
New technologies are available, allowing more efficient what a Collaborative Process Automation System (CPAS)
communication and better performance. Real-time information should be, and how it could maximise return on assets.
can be shared throughout the enterprise and supply & design Operational excellence is the first supporting layer to ROA.
chains. Targets can be set and performance indicators Operational excellence delivers measurable performance
monitored in real time, allowing manufacturers to be more improvements by focusing on doing more with less as well as
responsive to customer demands and more agile in adapting to working more effectively and reducing cost. OpX results from
changing market conditions.
more people making more correct decisions, more of the time.
To fulfil the needs of business, companies have to invest in The OpX continuous improvement methodology reinforces
a range of specific automation equipment, which aid plant the concept that OpX is an ongoing process. Effectiveness,
operations in many aspects from gathering real-time data from agility, and performance visualisation are keys to operational
devices/systems, controlling processes, and enhancing excellence. By automating everything that should be automated,
visibility; to integrating securely with manufacturing operation many tasks will always be executed based on best practices.
management and business systems, while maintaining safety Automation also frees up time for worker empowerment,
and security. The individual components not only have to providing these knowledge workers with the opportunity to
interoperate with each other, but also with people and processes. perform more value-adding functions.
To move from just a collection of “pieces” of automation to a
unified “collaborative” automation system requires considerable Support for current industry standards
planning and coordination.
CPAS includes guidance on today’s complex standards
Moreover, businesses these days, grapple with increasing
competitive pressures, with demanding customers, increased environment. From prescriptive international standards such
market requirements, and a stringent regulatory environment as the IEC 61508 and 61511 safety standards to the new ISA
becoming the norm. This is driving them to become real-time 108 standard on work processes for intelligent device
enterprises, requiring them to integrate the information flow management, CPAS lays out the current standards landscape
to the operations and engineering centres and automate the and how it can affect an automation strategy. Readers should
think of CPAS as an application-enabling environment for
entire supply chain.
While companies want to extend the lives of their control process control, advanced process control, and operations
systems as long as possible, it is also imperative to have timely management applications, plus human empowerment
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The diagram shows that synchronisation
of business with operation is a critical
part of CPAS

applications such as decision support and advanced analytics.
CPAS expands the vision beyond the traditional distributed
control system (DCS) scope and presents an environment
designed for agility and adaptability. CPAS is the product of
several decades of technological process automation evolution,
with each decade adding its specific characteristics and focus.

CPAS architecture
The CPAS architecture supports a wide variety of
functionality. For example, it provides a native architecture for
interfacing to wireless local area networks (WLANs). Fieldbuses
for process control and device buses for discrete control can be
interfaced easily through linking devices. Application-specific
appliances such as analysers and vibration monitoring devices,
can also be easily interfaced.
Application servers can be configured for a variety of
applications, non-mission-critical and mission-critical alike.
Servers can provide reliability using redundant communication
channels or virtual server arrangements. Since they share the
same Ethernet-based backbone, business systems and
automation systems can communicate more easily.
Moreover, we expect tremendous changes in the industrial
landscape in the country with the advent of IIoT. This trend
will ultimately change the way plant systems perform. End
users should not delay adopting new technologies like IoT,
despite the costs involved. Integration of systems, even if
partial, is required to sustain the business focus.
Manufacturing challenges are changing and automation
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must change to stay in control. We now deal with a high degree
of uncertainty in an increasingly dynamic environment.
Process automation suppliers have come a long way in
improving their systems. They are moving outside their core
area of automation products, and up the value chain to provide
solutions for systems integration and plant performance.
While at the same time, they are extending their service
capabilities to include technology support and services, process
knowledge to ultimately empowering the workforce with their
solutions; which will prove to be a competitive advantage to
the suppliers.

Conclusion
The industry is mature and ready for game-changing ideas
in the expanded role of process automation system. Suppliers
and owner-operators alike should understand that CPAS goes
far beyond the traditional definition of a distributed control
system (DCS) and uses a very broad definition of automation.
CPAS makes every attempt to break down artificial barriers to
allow information to flow as required to accomplish the
required purpose.
Users and suppliers alike, should understand that CPAS is
not a single-supplier environment, but instead a combination
of structure, technologies, and guiding principles that allow it
to act as if provided by a single supplier. Both users & suppliers
can then focus on their respective core competencies to
provide value for their current and prospective customers. ☐
> MORE@CLICK ADI03807 | www.AandD24.in
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Safe monitoring with complete solutions
Today, the challenge for design engineers is to choose the right solution from the wide range
of safety switches, guard locking devices and safety gate systems available. The article covers
the whole spectrum of sensors for safety gate monitoring.
Safety gates, covers and flaps safeguard access to plant
and machinery. In particular they provide protection against
hazardous movements of plant and machinery or from flying
parts. Increasing automation in mechanical engineering
means that the demands on machine safety are also rising.
The issues of availability, cost-effectiveness and process safety
must all be accommodated. Design engineers have access to a
wide range of sensors for safety gate monitoring. These
operate to different principles and offer a variety of design
options for safe, but user-friendly solutions. After all, if the
machine is not user-friendly, manipulation of safety
equipment is inevitable.
When selecting the right components for safe monitoring
of movable guards in accordance with EN 60947-5-3, there
are various questions that need to be answered, such as: Does
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it involve a gate, cover or flap which is regularly opened and
closed? Does the process need protecting as well as the
operator? Are components exposed to heavy soiling, strong
vibration and extreme temperatures?

Mechanical safety switches
Mechanical safety gate switches are suitable for safety gate
monitoring or guard locking functions on simple safety gate
applications, where there are no increased requirements for
protection against manipulation and defeat. They prevent a
safety gate, cover or flap being opened unintentionally, thanks
to increased actuator extraction force. Many applications
require two switches to provide the necessary safety. That can
quickly increase the engineering work involved.
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In
extreme
environmental
conditions,
where
contamination is present for example, or mechanical overload,
when safety gates drop over the course of time, the lifetime of
a switch is reduced considerably. In such cases, Pilz safety
bolts such as PSENbolt represent a safe, complete solution.
The combination of safety switch, handle and bolt is
particularly suitable for safety gates that are difficult to adjust
or in areas where safety gates are opened and closed frequently,
as the actuator is mechanically guided into the switch actuator
head. Alternatively, the company also offers the safe hinge
switches PSENhinge for rotatable and hinged gates and flaps.

Non-contact safety switches
Non-contact safety switches are becoming increasingly
important, particularly on machines that are operated
frequently and are exposed to heavy vibration. As the
response tolerance is generally high, these switches are
flexible and easy to install on the machine. Non-contact
safety switches are also suitable for applications with
increased protection type requirements of IP67 and IP69K.
Non-contact safety switches distinguish between two
operating principles: magnetic safety switches with normal
manipulation protection and coded safety switches with high
manipulation protection. A compact design is characteristic
of both switches and enables the installation to be concealed;
that’s an important factor when developing safe machinery.
With the Pilz safety switches PSENmag and PSENcode, it is
possible to achieve PLe of EN ISO 13849-1, SIL 3 of EN/IEC
62061 and Cat 4 of EN 954-1. Magnetic safety switches
PSENmag are particularly cost-effective as their installation
saves both time and space. Coded safety switches such as
PSENcode are used when the demand is for safety and a high
level of protection against manipulation.

Additional process protection
Many doors, covers or flaps must be opened more
frequently for operational or assembly purposes. The
disadvantage of mechanical guard locking devices is that the
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adjustment has to be as precise as possible. For this type of
requirement, Pilz offers the PSENslock to provide a safe
alternative to existing mechanical technology. A high level of
protection against manipulation and defeat, combined with
low wear and tear, ensure a long service life.
When space is at a premium, there are some circumstances
in which safeguards must be located close to a hazardous
movement. In this case, the hazard may still remain once the
machine is switched off. This is known as a hazardous
overrun, and in such a case, it is absolutely essential to use a
safe guard locking device. The guard lock is only lifted once
standstill is safely detected or after a safe delay time. These
tasks can be performed by mechanical guard locking devices
with spring interlock, such as the PSENmech or integrated
safety gate system PSENsgate from the company.
The safety gate system PSENsgate relies on a combination
of electronics and mechanics. It meets the requirements of
the very highest category in just one system. The compact
safety gate system combines safety gate monitoring, safe
guard locking and control elements, including additional
functions such as E-STOP and escape/auxiliary release. As
the system also detects broken pins and broken bolts, it offers
additional safety for machinery with a particularly high
hazard potential. Complete systems such as these are mostly
used on larger safety gates.

Benefits of complete solutions
With safety-related equipment on machinery, it’s not just
the individual components that matter but the way in which
they interact. In this respect, complete solutions with totally
compatible components comprising safe sensor and control
technology offer high potential savings. Corresponding
sensors and evaluation devices from a single manufacturer
operate with compatible interfaces between the components.
So, the user has no need to check the data sheets or run
complex tests in order to ensure that the selected components
will interact smoothly in practice. ☐
Courtesy: Pilz
> MORE@CLICK ADI03808 | www.AandD24.in
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Boosting efficiency with vibration
monitoring
Vibration monitoring is a major component of predictive maintenance.
The monitoring process enables actions to be taken to prevent failure
and avoid its consequences. A read on how vibration monitoring can
maximise the efficiency of machinery by minimising downtime.
Vibration monitoring was developed to help boost
productivity and profitability in industrial manufacturing and
processing. Recently, the industry has moved from reactive to
predictive long-term maintenance. This is often implemented
on a plant-wide basis, incorporating every stage of production
to try and maximise uptime and productivity, while reducing
operating costs.
Vibration sensors (accelerometers) are a critical tool in this
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process. They contain a piezoelectric crystal bonded to a mass.
Under an accelerating force, such as vibration, the mass
compresses the crystal and generates an electrical signal
proportional to the force, which can be used by data acquisition
or control systems. Output data from accelerometers mounted
at key locations can be read periodically using hand-held data,
or routed to a centralised or higher level system for continuous
monitoring.
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Install and specify

For horizontal measurement, vibration sensors should be
mounted on the two motor bearings or pump bearings. This
To specify an accelerometer correctly, engineers must measures velocity in mm/sec (Peak or RMS) to detect
consider several factors: the vibration level and frequency imbalance, and problems with structural rigidity and/or
range to be measured; environmental conditions such as foundation. For vertical measurement, sensors should be
temperature, and if corrosive chemicals are present; whether located on the motor or pump drive end bearings. Depending
the atmosphere is combustible; and if there are any weight upon the criticality of the application, and the budget available,
constraints. Modern accelerometers operate over a wide more sensors can be installed to give additional information –
temperature range, measuring both high and low frequencies but the key components to measure are the motor and gearbox
with low hysteresis characteristics and high accuracy. Stainless assemblies.
steel sensor housings help to prevent ingress of contaminants.
For a typical motor, accelerometers are mounted radially
Condition monitoring depends on stability. A poorly on the Drive End (DE) and Non-Drive End (NDE), in order to
mounted accelerometer may give readings that relate not only monitor the motor bearing condition. In a gearbox, the sensor
to a change in conditions but also to the instability of the will be mounted radially on input and output shafts. This
sensor itself. Installers should mount the accelerometer directly enables the condition of the bearings and fan out of balance
onto the machine on a flat, smooth, unpainted surface that is (velocity) to be monitored. An optional axial accelerometer on
larger than the accelerometer base. The surface must be grease- the input shaft would give a good indication of the thrust on
and oil-free, near the source of vibration and perpendicular to the shaft.
the axis of rotation. This improves the accuracy of vibration
measurements, which in turn improves the maintenance Data gathering
regime.
Offline monitoring is performed by a maintenance
There are two main categories of accelerometer: AC
accelerometers are typically used with data collectors for engineer, who gathers data manually using either a single
monitoring the condition of higher value assets such as temporary sensor and handheld instrument, or a handheld
turbines, while 4-20 mA components are commonly used with monitoring device that connects to permanently mounted
PLCs to measure lower value assets, such as motors, fans and sensors located around the plant. Sensors are increasingly
being hard-wired back to centralised control systems, with
pumps.
real time data monitoring. Though more expensive, it is also
safer and more efficient.
Correct mounting
Maintenance teams must develop the most efficient data
Correct sensor installation is essential for reliable, collection route through the plant based on equipment
consistent operation. A system must account for imbalance, criticality. The route is normally held in the data collector.
misalignment, bad bearings, mechanical looseness, hydraulic Because the frequency of data collection is based on the
forces (cavitation, resonance) and rubbing. To detect these criticality of the equipment. There may also be periodic
faults, sensors should be located to ensure that horizontal, additions of non-critical pieces of equipment that are not
vertical and axial movements are measured effectively.
visited regularly.
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Installers should mount the accelerometer
directly onto the machine on a flat, smooth,
unpainted surface

10 top tips

t

Identify vibration level and frequency range to be measured—This is the first thing
to establish. Also consider issues like temperature and humidity.

t

Consider working environment—Dust, high temperatures and corrosive chemicals
are common, so sensors must be sealed effectively. Also, consider options for
vibration monitoring at low speed, where signals generated by bearings are harder
to detect.

t

Choose between AC and 4-20 mA accelerometers—AC accelerometers are
typically used to monitor high value assets like turbines, while 4-20 mA
accelerometers are for components like motors, fans and pumps.

t

Online or offline?—An online system measures and analyses the output from
sensors that interface directly with a PLC. In an offline system, engineers use a
hand-held data collector to collect readings from sensors mounted onto
machinery.

t

Install near the source of vibration—For best results, accelerometers should be as
close as possible to the vibration source.

t

Establish a network—A dedicated condition monitoring system, with a network of
accelerometers close to relevant machine parts, improves efficiency and prevents
problems before they occur.

t

Maximise stability—Accurate monitoring relies on sensor stability, which can be
improved using spot mounting.

t

Train your operators—Problems linked to human error must be addressed.
Organisations such as BINDT provide appropriate training.

t

Use the information that monitoring provides—Systems cannot save a plant if the
warnings they generate are ignored. Yet warnings are often disregarded in order to
continue production.

t

Consult an expert—Professional advice is crucial, so it makes sense to work
closely with an experienced supplier.
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Regardless of how data is captured, it is critical to analyse
different frequency spans: these are dictated by the fault
frequencies of the fastest-turning component in the machinery
being monitored. That of a slow turning ball mill, for example,
will be narrower than that of a high speed fan. Once the span
is known, the resolution is set within the vibration software for
spectrum analysis so that fault frequencies of rotating
components are not mistaken for other – correct – machine
frequencies.
Carefully collected and analysed data can help to enhance
plant efficiency: readings from a cooler fan, for example, may
reveal that during installation the bearings were incorrectly
aligned with the shaft, or that the outboard bearing was never
locked down correctly, or that the grid coupler was found to be
dry. Or, it could be a combination of these or other issues.
The results of inspection can be surprising: a vibrating dust
collector fan may suggest that the rotor needs balancing – but
it could be caused by an unrelated issue, such as filter bag
failure causing dust build-up on the edge of the rotor. Whether
the cause was predicted or not, it is clear that vibration
monitoring is critical in alerting the engineer before further
damage can occur. ☐
> MORE@CLICK ADI03809 | www.AandD24.in
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Powering manufacturing lines
When looking to install a robot, cabling is one of the important
items to think about. Each robot type carries out different
movement sequences and is constructed in a different way, meaning
the cable systems face all manner of challenges too. The article
provides some insights to ensure accurate, reliable performance
while avoiding major downtime and lost production
Over the past few decades, industrial automation has
grown in surges due to innovations such as programmable
logic controllers and computers used as control systems.
Microcomputers replaced central mainframes and networking
technology led to distributed control systems that were much
less complex and less expensive.
Automated systems in manufacturing line environments
are capable of working more tirelessly, faster, and more exactly
than humans. Robots are now used in almost all the industries
today, since they have become a crucial component for
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complex production process due to their superiority. Robotics
is also preferred by manufacturers today because they help in
maintaining consentient quality, precision & accuracy, keeping
the manufacturing cost as low as possible, maintaining short
cycle times and offering rapid payback.

Significance of cables
When looking to install a robot, cabling is one of the
important items to think about. Some may think that any
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simple cable, such as a communication cable or a power cable,
would do the job for whatever you need. However, there are
existences of many different types of cables and not all of
them are suitable for robotic applications. In robotic
applications, cable flexibility is important to consider, since
the cable must follow the robot’s movements. Since even the
smallest interference can lead to high costs when it comes to
production failures, cable manufacturers today work towards
manufacturing cables, which ensures smooth and reliable
operations. Hence cables are manufactured keeping in mind
of continuous flexibility, high resistance to torsion & reverse
bending, application specific and long lasting, slim in
construction and light in weight, EMC & lossless transmission,
plug & play / complete connectivity solution and composite
cable solution.
Cost reduction and increased safety are necessary for

incorporating robots into more manufacturing floors. On
one hand, current advances have driven the cost of hardware
and software down. On the other hand, incorporating safety
measure inherently within the robot eliminates the need for
and consequently the cost of fenced-off areas. As such, the
additional costs associated with safety equipment, external
circuitry, and space requirements are avoided with these
robotic arms. Robots today can be seen working alongside
their human counterparts in almost all branches of industry,
often taking on the work that is too difficult, too dangerous.
They can be seen lifting heavy loads, accurately applying
paint into each little nook and cranny and repeating the
same production steps millions of times with the same
exact precision.
Some of the applications that robotics is used for includes
3D-applications of all kinds, industrial and lightweight robots,
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industrial communication, factory automation, sensor
technology, identification systems, palettisers, mechatronic
systems, intelligent imaging technologies & handling systems.

Challenges
When we look at a bigger picture, there are various
challenges that are faced by manufactures who have installed
robots as part of their manufacturing unit. Principal activity,
with exceptionally challenging applications being sought for
which off-the-shelf products often simply cannot deliver the
perfect solution. Each robot type carries out different
movement sequences and is constructed in a different way,
meaning the cable systems face all manner of challenges too.
So, to overcome these challenges, robot component suppliers
should be able to manufacture high-quality standard products
while also being able to primarily develop individual
customised products. While developing customised products,
there are chances that some unwanted compromises are made,
which in practice can lead to problems with using the robot
and production systems. All cables manufactured need to
meet strict requirements in terms of quality and durability, for
example, if a cable fails, the entire production belt will come
to a standstill and trigger losses running into the millions
within a very short space of time.
Flexibility and stability: Cables need to be highly flexible,
have a very small bending radius and be able to withstand high
torsional loads. Add to this the need for high quality to ensure
the durability of components. Today, for example stud welding
machines are used in robots which are used in automotive
manufacturing. The stud welding machine is automatically
positioned by the robot and sets the studs for wiring harness
assembly in the body shells. This requires the highest levels of
efficiency and precision in terms of the executed movements
and system productivity. Cabling would need to be laid over all
of the robot’s axes and would therefore need to be able to follow
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all of its angular movements and rotations.
Slim in construction & light-weight: To avoid restrictions
to the robot’s movements, various cables are usually laid over
the robot axes in the smallest of spaces. This is to avoid any
confusions with other cables such as e welding cable, the data
network and signal cable as well as the air and protective gas
conduits. The cables need to be slim in design and light in
weight which would ensure that cables occupy a small cross
section among the rest.
EMC/lossless transmission: Another challenge usually cable
manufacturers face is electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)
in relation to the large current load through the copper cable
and the resulting electromagnetic field. The delicate data
network and signal cables need to be protected with additional
copper screening for this. When using suitable insulating
material it is particularly tricky to achieve the high bending
radius and torsional strength requirements. In combining all
these components in complex hybrid cable shall offer robotcompliant flexibility and torsional strength, with a durability
of more than two million bending cycles.

Future roadmap
Due to technological innovation, software in the future
will be increasingly embedded in products and systems. The
systems themselves will be radically different as they will be
based on nanotechnology, wireless connections, adaptive
systems, new software applications, wireless sensors, and
distributed peer-to-peer networks. All control elements,
including switches, valves, motors, and drives will be
intricately managed. Once this transformation in technology
is well underway, growth in industrial automation will pick
up significantly as the systems will change the performance
of highly flexible and configurable systems. ☐
> MORE@CLICK ADI03810 | www.AandD24.in
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Advances in robotics can empower smaller
manufacturers
Small and medium-size manufacturers in developed economies are
facing increasing global competition. But advances in today’s
robotics are delivering competitive advantages that help them
survive and thrive.
Once found mostly in manufacturing environments with
extremely high volumes, robots are now being used in smaller
organisations, and in a wider variety of applications. The cost
of implementing robotic systems has fallen significantly, plus
it is now easier to apply robotics in more ways. The reason is
simple: over the last few years, controls have become more
user-friendly, requiring fewer programming resources. System
design has become easier with the availability of online tools
to help end-users and OEMs build systems directly. Servicing
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has also become easier and faster, thanks to standardised
components and powerful diagnostics.

More applications, less cost
The use of robotics is justified in more applications because
the cost/benefit ratio has become extremely attractive. For all
robot system types, implementation costs have fallen
dramatically, but especially for mechatronic systems in the
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Once found mostly in high-volume
manufacturing operations, robots
are now being used in smaller
organisations and in a wider
variety of applications

form of multi-axis cartesian robots. Standardisation,
modularity, and economies of scale have made cartesian robot
systems more affordable for more applications. Those factors,
in conjunction with reductions in engineering, have allowed
total cost of ownership prices to drop by up to 25% over the
last five years. Plus, cartesian robots offer the same quality,
reliability, speed and return on investment benefits as SCARA
or articulating robots, with many possibilities for customisation.
These benefits are encouraging smaller companies to explore
the use of robots in new applications. This is especially true of
cartesian robots, which are already being used in a wide variety
of applications such as automated storage and retrieval, pick
and place, liquid dispensing, packaging, machine tool auxiliary
operations, and many more.
The creativity of cartesian robot users is boundless. During
the recent recession, companies found ways to reinvent
themselves, and people who never used cartesian robots before
created new applications. Unlike a six-axis or SCARA robot
that can’t be repurposed and has an established set of
parameters and direction of movement, a cartesian robot can
be easily reconfigured.

Making the best robotics choices
Because of the many robotics options, end-users sometimes
face a dilemma in choosing between entry-level and highperformance features. People have different perceptions of
how to define performance, speed, power or expensive controls.
The best approach is to use a defined set of sizing and selection
criteria to determine the required robotics feature set. This
makes it possible to create a highly tailored robotic system that
performs at exactly the right level and at the best possible price.
The evaluation criteria include load, orientation, speed, travel,
precision, environment and duty cycle. We call this “LOSTPED.”
One common misconception is to think that you need to buy a
robot fully equipped with high-performance features. That is
inevitably the case with SCARA and six-axis robots, where you
tend to see “feature overkill.” But with a cartesian system,
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building blocks for a basic system can be purchased and then
later customised. Mounting brackets, actuators, motors and
controls can be changed as application needs change. There
are pros and cons to this approach. The compact size of a
SCARA robot might be more suitable for work inside a tight
envelope. But if you have adequate space, a simpler cartesian
system can often be pre-built without having to purchase all
the extra features included in a SCARA or six-axis design.
Moving from an entry-level to a high-performance feature
set brings improvements in precision, cycle times and
application capabilities. High-performance controls, for
example, provide circular interpolation capabilities. That is a
true high performance capability, requiring sophisticated and
expensive control features. However, if the application only
requires point-to-point motion (to pick up paper cups for
example), that level of accuracy is not needed; a lower-level
control can be used on the same robot to save money. High
performance mechanical components in a machine tool may
require the accuracy of precision-machined ball rail tables.
They will cost more than a less-precise compact linear motion
module that’s geared toward pick-and-place applications. A
case-by-case LOSTPED evaluation will determine the best
combination of performance and cost.

Which robot platform makes the most sense?
As a rule of thumb, compared to a cartesian robot, a SCARA
or six-axis system will deliver higher performance out-of-the
box at a higher cost and with greater programming requirements,
but with a smaller footprint, less weight and less rigid arm
extension. On the other hand, a cartesian system provides
building blocks to create a solution that costs less and involves
fewer engineering resources, while proving more rigidity for
better precision and higher payloads.
As an example, a six-axis robot can move in all the planes
that a human arm does. For applications where there is a
mechanical interference, such as a box in a corner with parts
inside, a six-axis arm can bend to reach in and grab that part
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Cartesian system mounting brackets,
actuators, motors and controls can be
changed as application needs change

more easily. This type of robot may cost more than a cartesian robotics because of these value adding advancements:
solution, but it works for that application. It’s a different case 1. Online specification, selection and CAD tools have
for a pick-and-place application with a 20 kg payload, where dramatically improved, making sizing and specification very
high accuracy is not required. Both a SCARA and a cartesian simple. Companies like Bosch Rexroth have easy selection
robot could handle the application. But a 20 kg payload is at tools that can create a linear motion system for single- or
the upper end of a SCARA robot’s capabilities, requiring more multi-axis systems in just a few clicks. All you need to know is
costly controls and components. With a Cartesian robot, a 20 the mass that needs to be moved and the required stroke. Of
kg payload is no problem, which makes it possible to save course, this tool does not replace detailed engineering or
money by downsizing the mechanics, using smaller components, design calculations, but it simplifies the selection.
and less complex controls. In this case, a cartesian choice is a 2. One-part numbering for a complete cartesian system has
more cost efficient solution.
simplified ordering. In the past, each element of a cartesian
Cartesian robots also make sense when the application system was ordered using individual part numbers, sometimes
involves long spans. Heavy loads may also be ideal for cartesian from different vendors. Now, the entire system can be ordered
robots. One application example involves a bearing machining with one part number from one vendor, including rails, servo
centre with parts that weigh about 70 kg. These payloads drives, mechanical elements and controls making the ordering
exceed the capabilities for a typical SCARA or six-axis system, process hassle-free.
unless it’s a “Terminator” sized robot. In this case, however, a 3. Pre-parameterisation packages are now available to
cartesian robot was simply bolted to the end of an existing accommodate the customer’s level of controls sophistication.
machine to pick and place these parts, eliminating back strain When a customer uses a Bosch Rexroth PLC, for example, we
and other safety issues for workers who were manually handling can pre-parameterise function blocks for coordinated motion
these heavy parts.
of several axes and load them into the controller at the factory.
An example of a smaller application involves a high-volume When end-users get the product, they can program in simplified
medical pipette manufacturer. In this case, space was tight. robotic mnemonic code according to their particular
The manufacturer was able to use compact cartesian robot application. The users save time by loading and programming
modules to achieve the required precision while meeting their the logic themselves.
space constraints. They could also use standardised catalog/ 4. Programming has gotten easier, thanks to more consistent
off-the-shelf components to fit their frame, in addition to programming interfaces and C++ and Java object-oriented
motors from the same source and existing controls from a languages, along with traditional ladder logic. Because of the
third party—saving money for a better return on investment.
IEC-61131-3 standard, the syntax & semantics of programming
languages for PLCs have been unified. This gives end-users
the
flexibility to use PLCs from different manufacturers. Plus,
Advances driving wider robotics adoption
it enables programmers who are familiar with object oriented
More small-sized companies are implementing cartesian languages to become PLC programmers, instead of working
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Advances in control technology allow operators
to safely enter the machine cage to “teach” the
robot coordinates for picking and placing.

in ladder logic or a proprietary PLC language.
5. Machine and operator safety is more responsive than ever.
Traditionally, implementing a safety circuit on a cartesian
robot meant hooking up to the control. As a result, when the
control initiated the signal to the motor’s drive amplifier, there
was always a slight delay. Now, intelligent servo drives can be
equipped with safety capabilities directly at the drive level,
enabling a faster response. This circuit also enables cartesian
robots to operate in a reduced torque mode similar to six-axis
and SCARA robots in “teach” mode. Operators can enter a
safety cage to teach the robot the coordinates for picking and
placing manually. If the robot contacts the trainer during this
mode, the torque drops off immediately to prevent injury.
6. Standardised choices in actuators, linear motors, feed
modules and simple-to-configure modules make it easy for
users to specify the exact performance level they need. Instead
of traditional ball screw or belt drives, it’s now possible to
select compact modules that come complete with a linear
motor drive unit and controller. Feed modules are also available
to provide motion similar to a SCARA robot on the cartesian
robot’s Z-axis, where traditionally the entire module body had
to move. Standardised mounting brackets offer centering rings
that replace traditional dowel pins as a standard feature on the
guide way option for modules. This lets end-users build their
own “erector set” mechatronics robot from standard
components rather than customise the machine for every
application, without sacrificing flexibility.
7. Modularity in the cartesian robot family, along with
standardised components, has made it easier to implement
solutions over a wider performance range at less cost than
purpose-built robots.
8. After initial programming, it is now easier to train operators
to make basic machine changes. Given that function blocks
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can be pre-loaded into drives, a lower-level worker, who is
unfamiliar with programming can easily handle programming
for simple pick-and-place applications. It’s almost as simple as
moving a pen from point A to point B on a piece of paper. The
simplicity reduces training time for operators and reduces the
need for an engineer to make changes to a machine that’s
running on the floor.
9. Machine controllers have become capable of handling thirdparty robots without the need for a dedicated controller. This
development is valuable for any brand of robot. Whether using
the latest Sercos III, Ethernet/ IP or EtherCAT interface, today’s
robots can easily communicate with devices (e.g. in a vision
system, in conveyor tracking and in sensor communication).
Being able to communicate using today’s latest protocol
standards between different devices reduces the cost for a
robotics control investment.

Empowering end-users now and in the future
As the cost of implementing robotic systems has decreased
significantly in recent years, end-users feel empowered to use
robotics in applications far beyond high-volume manufacturing
environments. Robotics of all types are being applied in many
creative ways, with cartesian robots being especially notable
for “breaking out of their box” due to advances in linear servo
motors, modules, standardised components, and operatorfriendly controls that lower costs and boost performance.
Manufacturers are always striving for faster cycle times to
increase throughput and avoid bottlenecks. These advances
are providing smaller companies with the productivity gains
they need to succeed in a world constantly demanding more
flexibility and greater productivity. ☐
> MORE@CLICK ADI03811 | www.AandD24.in
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Today’s business environment is more dynamic and
Though other device integration technologies have their
challenging than ever. The Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), own benefits, FDT (Field Device Tool) is the only technology
predictive analytics, cloud computing, Industry 4.0 and many available for uniform and consistent data access for all the
more enterprise initiatives might all be overwhelming, but the different devices / sensors / machines over the variety of
reality is that the value for digital transformation based on fieldbuses/networks. OPC UA is a universal standard for data
concepts like IIoT, Industry 4.0 rests with smart measurement exchange standardised data exchange model for automation
devices, sensors and machines, which could hold the answer for purposes; the OPC Foundation specified the OPC Unified
providing differentiated digital transformation and real benefits. Architecture (UA). The most important feature of OPC UA is
There are various device integration technologies like the possibility to define powerful information models. These
EDDL, FDT, FDI that will provide powerful benefits of models define the organisation of data within the address
integrating device information with control or asset space of an OPC UA server in terms of structure and semantic.
management applications to improve plant reliability, lower Combining FDT with OPC UA will provide the best of both
operating cost and improve plant performance, providing a the worlds for a consistent data exchange with systems like
low-cost, low-risk solution to getting a competitive advantage MES and asset management systems. Also maintenance
& providing a basis for many of the technology initiatives.
engineers can work more flexible through the use of already
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The figure expains FDT2 OPC UA mapping

available mobile OPC UA clients to access device data, which
offers all the features needed for such a data exchange.

graphically rich user interface that does virtually anything
possible in an advanced Windows PC type interface.
The third part of the technology, the Communication DTM,
provides a standardised communication Application Process
How does FDT work?
Interface (API) inside the PC, interfacing between the Device
The concept of FDT describes the interfaces and behaviour Vendor’s DTM and the host system’s specific driver that handles
of a FDT frame application (often called FDT container) and a pass-through communications from the PC down to the
DTM (Device Type Manager). The FDT application represents fieldbus interface card. The host system vendor supplies a
any application providing the FDT interfaces (e.g. PLC communication DTM for each supported fieldbus protocol.
engineering tool, asset management tool, diagnostic tool, etc). This ensures that the details of the PC, network, interface cards,
The DTM represents the field device and is integrated in the and pass-through protocols of the host system are transparent
FDT application to manage the corresponding device.
to the Device Vendor’s DTM. This correlates back to the
To better understand how FDT works, consider an internet internet analogy, where the web page is transparent to the PC
analogy. A standard web browser allows users to view countless it is running in, the brand of the network interface card in the
web pages created by many content providers. The host system PC, or whether communication is DSL or broadband cable.
supplier typically creates the frame application, just as
Microsoft or Mozilla supplies the internet web browser. In the Integration of OPC UA with FDT2
same way that a web browser opens a web page that contains
To make use of both standards FDT and OPC UA, it is
code from the company that makes the web page, an FDT
frame opens the Device DTM, which is the plug-in software necessary to define an interface, which allows the access to
devices managed by a FDT application. The OPC Foundation
from the Device Vendor.
Also, similar to a web browser, frame application has menu and the FDT Group have created a common working group to
bars, toolbars and a navigation tree. Visually, it surrounds the develop the specification, as mentioned in the above figure.
The principle of using FDT with OPC as per FDT 2 OPC
Device Vendor’s DTM. Like opening a web page from a
‘favourites’ navigation tree, a user can navigate down a tree that UA architecture will have a OPC UA server that contains a FDT
lists the field device tags. Clicking on one opens the Device frame container plugin, which executes DTMs representing
Vendor’s DTM inside the frame. And, like web pages that let the physical devices. The information on the network topology
users interact with a reservation system or a shopping service, and the connected devices are available in the FDT frame
Device DTMs let the user interact with the field device in a application and can be used to generate the first level of the
wide variety of ways. The Device DTM vendor can create a OPC UA information model.
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The diagram shows smart analytics and intelligent
health monitoring of field devices

The information provided by these DTMs is used to create
an OPC UA information model. Especially the DTM device
type, device data and process data information are used for
this purpose. It represents DTM information and functions
within the OPC UA server. The information and functions
are modeled as hierarchically ordered nodes. The format
and content is defined by an FDT / OPC UA information
model specification.
The OPC UA server exposes information model nodes
by corresponding OPC UA services. Any OPC UA client
applications use these services to read and write data in the
information model. Integrating an OPC UA server into a FDT
application allows the access to all devices managed by the
FDT application crossing different field bus hierarchies. In
this case, the FDT OPC UA server does not just aggregates data
from the lower level as it is done in today’s application, when
using OPC but enabling access to single devices and its data.

Smart analytics & intelligent health monitoring
of field devices
FDT is recognised as a communication catalyst, providing
interoperability between disparate devices on different
networks. Another important function is its ability to provide
diagnostic information on devices in the field. DTMs provide
option to aid in providing probable cause of alarm/warning to
aid in troubleshooting.
For example, when the pressure control was slow on one
distillation column, it led to the assumption that a valve was
stuck and in need of removal and repair. But technicians in
MOL refinery, used device diagnostics data with the help of
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DTMs to interrogate the valve and find current-to-pneumatic
damage in the intelligent positioner, but not the whole valve.
The fix took 30 minutes of work and saved the plant at least
two days of unscheduled downtime, which could have been a
loss of several hundred thousand dollars.
Next step going forward will be to automate device/sensor
behaviour using streaming data analytics. This will be parallel
access to device information instead of accessing from DCS.
The use case concept shows how to take advantage of FDT with
OPC to provide smart analytics and anomaly prediction of
field device/sensor by monitoring and correlating streamed
device data in real time using intelligent behaviour analysis
engine to provide early warning of degradations and avoid
downtime of field devices.

Conclusion
The FDT and OPC fits best wherein OPC provides uniform
interface for many different OPC client applications and FDT
provides network/device configuration and access to devices/
sensors. The concept also enables predictive maintenance
applications. FDT concepts enable unification of system
engineering, configuration & diagnosis in Industry 4.0 using
Automation ML. The interface between OPC UA and FDT
enables the standardised data exchange with enterprise
applications and the data access with mobile devices using a
generic OPC UA client interface. As OPC UA will play an
important role in Industry 4.0, the FDT 2 OPC UA interface is
an important brick for a uniform device management. ☐
> MORE@CLICK ADI03812 | www.AandD24.in
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New paradigm for smart factories
The article highlights the significance of open technologies from
the plant or machine builder’s perspective and discusses on
the latest communication networks & protocols to meet the
high demands of Industry 4.0.
Industry 4.0 has been the talk of the town for quite some
time now with Internet of things and Big Data being some of
the buzzwords associated with it. Not only is a connected
factory a point of discussion, but also easy diagnostic, quick
maintenance, and a seamless connectivity from shopsfloor to
the board. Embracing openness is fundamentally required in
building smart factories. So, be it for machine or factory,
openness is the crux of Industry 4.0 automation.
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Leveraging open technologies
Open technologies are leading the way in many market
segments. The most prominent example in our day-to-day life
is the Android smartphone. These smartphones have become
increasingly popular and are leaders in their market. So, then
what is open source technology? Is it something which has no
owner or something which is unmanaged? Open basically
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means usage without restrictions. In our daily lives, we are
associated with many open source technologies; in computers
you will find Firefox, which is a web browser; Linux, which is
an operating system; Eclipse, which is a development platform,
and in the mobiles and tablets, you will find the operating
system Android. The next question is, why does one opt for
open source technologies? Better quality, no vendor lock-ins,
security, and lower costs are some of the benefits while using
open source technologies. A study shows Linux having lesser
bugs as compared to other proprietary softwares, and the
white house opting for an open source Drupal CMS over
previously used proprietary CMS. Proprietary systems
technically seem to be very efficient initially, but soon one
understands the inefficient interoperability with other systems.
These proprietary systems have an unclear long-term policy
and are always limiting to one vendor.

Connectivity is the essence
Ask any factory operator or machine builder about being
locked-in with one vendor, and you will get the same response,
“It is a nightmare being stuck with one vendor”. Everyone likes
options. Imagine everyone having the same smartphone from
same manufacturer of the same colour. In the automation
world, ask the integrators whether they would like to use
products which they want or which the manufacturer supplies?
The selection of components is easier and faster when there
are options. This provides a degree of flexibility to the integrator
to make the plant with the best possible cost and without
hampering system performance.
Factories have different machines from different vendors
and, hence, components used in these machines also vary.
Efficient production and operation demands all machines to
communicate with each other. If the machines are unable to
inter-operate then the process could be hampered to a great
extent. If factory operators are using proprietary systems, then
they are left with two options, depending only on one supplier
for their machines, so that all components are from one
supplier and have possibility to inter-operate or have different
machines from different manufacturers and be unable to
inter-operate. With industry 4.0 and Internet of Things, i.e.
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having a connected shopfloor the second approach is practically
impossible to adopt, whereas first approach increases
dependability on one supplier and is also impractical. Thus,
open technologies are very important from the plant or
machine builder’s perspective as it guarantees freedom and
avoids vendor lock-ins. Usage of these open solutions will
provide plant and machine builders a lowest total cost of
ownership coupled with superior performance.

Open solutions empowering horizontal and
vertical connectivity
Industrial automation has also understood the importance
of open technologies and has adopted many such technologies
in different areas over the past years. A machine needs a high
speed and deterministic data communication for greater
accuracy, reliability, and higher productivity. But a process is
not about speed, but about deterministic and high-volume
data communications. Safety is of utmost importance in both
machines and factories. Thus, for both scenarios communication
is important, but performance requirements are very different.
Ethernet POWERLINK is the undoubted leader as far as
the hard real-time Ethernet communication is concerned and
openSAFETY is the only fieldbus independent protocol
available in the market and compatible with all major
communication protocols like Profinet, Ethernet/IP, Modbus,
POWERLINK and many more. OPC is the unchallenged leader
in factory and process automation. It is used for communicating
data between different PLCs or from PLCs to the SAP, MES or
ERP systems.

Ethernet POWERLINK: Real-time, deterministic
field connectivity
Ethernet POWERLINK, an open source real-time
deterministic communication backbone is based on standard
Ethernet, complying with IEEE 802.3 with cycle times as low
as 100 µs. The technology is not owned by a single company. It
is managed by the Ethernet POWERLINK Standardisation
Group, which is a consortium of 3200+ members and users.
From software to hardware, this is the only true open solution
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Being based on standard Ethernet, POWERLINK
effectively mergers well with OPC UA and
facilitates seamless data transfer from the
shopfloor to the MES/SAP

in the market. Ethernet POWERLINK satisfies the high speed
communication needs of the machines and factories at the
process and control areas. Coupled with redundancy and a fast
changeover time of few microseconds to a few milliseconds, it
proves to be a reliable bus for process and factory automation.
Along with ring, multi-master, and media redundancy,
POWERLINK also provides the factory operator or a machine
builder complete independence, while selecting the topology
such as line, star, daisy chain, or a combination of above.

OPC UA: Field to MES/SAP connectivity
Being based on standard Ethernet, POWERLINK
effectively mergers well with OPC UA and facilitates seamless
data transfer from the shopfloor to the MES/SAP. OPC UA is
already playing a central role in the IT related areas of modern
production systems. An OPC UA server and OPC UA client
are now available directly on Linux-based runtime servers to
allow open, vendor-independent communication. Motor
management and control units, compact OPC controllers
and other devices can directly exchange all important
operating, service and diagnostic data with the OPC UA client.
OPC UA is standardised in accordance with IEC 62541 and
offers easy-to-use functions for vendor-independent data
exchange. This makes it easy for software developers to
engineer complex systems with high data communication
demands. Implementing flexible and modular automation
solutions more easily is the result.

openSAFETY: Safety no longer a limitation
Safety has become a very important aspect in any machine
or factory. Networked safety has not only improved the
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cooperation between humans and robots, but also reduced
development time and wiring, eliminated setup errors,
improved maintenance, and added intelligent features. This
has facilitated robots to no longer be restricted by cages. Similar
to communication networks, most safe networks are proprietary
and limited to certain fieldbuses and they are not compatible
with each other. Thus, connecting all machines on a shop floor
would have been a distant dream. But thanks to openSAFETY
which is fully open and totally fieldbus independent safety
protocol makes lives of millions of plant operators and machine
builders very easy. It is SIL 3 certified standard and available
for all industries.

Enabling smart factories
The entire product portfolio from B&R has POWERLINK
as a communication backbone. APROL, which is the Linux
based DCS solution from B&R also works on this real-time
technology. Similarly OPC UA clients and servers are supported
directly on every controller from B&R, thus, allowing vertical
communication to SCADA, MES and ERP systems as well
vendor-independent communication from PLC to PLC.
Communication of non-safe and safe data does not require a
separate network and this is possible due to the openSAFETY
protocol, which uses a black channel mechanism over
POWERLINK or any fieldbus of your choice. B&R’s integrated
approach is instrumental in providing complete solutions not
only for machine builders, but also for factory operators. B&R
pairs OPC UA with the open standards POWERLINK and
openSAFETY, resulting in a total package for safe and
consistent Ethernet communication all the way down to the
sensor level. ☐
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4 ways to cut maintenance cost
While users are able to use remote monitoring technology to reduce
operating expenses, it also brings other benefits. A read on how
remote management technology can save time and money when
it comes to maintenance of field equipment.
The key to successfully reducing maintenance cost of field
equipment is “information”. By understanding when, how and
if equipment is operating, user is able to make better decisions
regarding site maintenance and take actions when necessary.
But how do users gather this information without actually
making expensive and time-consuming service visits to sites?
With a remote management system connected to user’s field
equipment, user can see the exact status of field installations at
any time. This enables user to reduce cost in a number of ways,
and they all have to do with access to “information”.

1. Perform service only when needed
Field equipment such as power generators, pumps, tanks,
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wind turbines, boilers, compressors, UPS, machines etc. are
often serviced according to a pre-determined service schedule.
By understanding how the machine has been operated, it is
possible to plan service more dynamically. As site visits are
costly, users are able to optimise the service costs by only
sending service teams to equipment that actually need service.
The challenge is to know when service is needed at each
individual site. With a remote management solution, user can
check operating hours, oil pressure, battery status, tank levels,
GPS position, temperature status, machine ON/OFF status, set
points etc. online. A notification may also be generated
whenever a critical level has been reached, for example if the
equipment has been running more than expected or the
machine temperature has exceeded threshold. Remote
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By analysing the operation of each installation remotely, user
will be able to get a better grip on equipment health and more
efficiently schedule service visits in the field

management solution may then send a notification when the
running hours exceed the service interval or send an alert for
temperature overshoot.
By analysing the operation of each installation remotely,
user will be able to get a better grip on equipment health and
more efficiently schedule service visits in the field.

2. Reduce energy consumption
With a power meter connected to field equipment, user can
easily see how much energy equipment is consuming. Some
remote management systems include power meters, which
allows user to get detailed statistics and historical data of
energy consumption by field equipment. User can easily see if
equipment is consuming too much energy and also fine-tune
the usage – maybe user can direct operations to non-peak
hours when energy is less expensive?

3. Test the equipment remotely to reduce
start-up problems
Just like a vehicle that has been parked for an extended
period, an installation that has not been used in a long time is
likely to have start-up problems. A good example of this is
back-up power generators which are not operated very often.
They need to be regularly tested to ensure that they can start
when needed. Remote test starts can be made with a remote
management solution that has control capabilities and
is connected to the generator controller. With a simple action
such as a remote operational test, user may increase
the likelihood of the generator working the day there is a
power outage.
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Well-maintained equipment operates better and has lower
operating cost since unplanned service visits often mean
substantial expenses.

4. Minimise and reduce the effects of fuel theft
Although this fourth factor only has to do with fuel-driven
applications, it can be a major money-saver. Fuel theft can be a
significant problem and in certain regions, as much as 40% of
the fuel used for remote installations is reported to be stolen.
Avoiding fuel theft completely might be difficult since it is
often stolen a bit at a time; during transportation, at fill-up, or
at the equipment in the field. However, a remote monitoring
system that connects to a fuel sensor can be used to ensure that
the right amount of fuel is delivered at a refill. By using an
intelligent level sensor, it is possible to track the fuel level of
the tank. The fuel sensor can be calibrated to sense a full tank
and by knowing this user can verify that the tank is properly
refilled. A good fuel level sensor is able to detect variations
down to 3-4 litres.
An abnormal decrease in fuel level may be detected and
indicate that fuel is being stolen. With a remote monitoring
system that supports alarms, a notification is sent immediately
when the theft occurs. Even if it might be hard to catch the
culprits, user is at least aware that the fuel has been stolen and
a refill can be scheduled.
Tracking the level of fuel in a tank increases the awareness
of what happens to the fuel on site and helps users understand
when theft occurs. In some cases, where organised theft is
common, this may help detect patterns & take action. Similarly,
any other abuse to field equipment can also be reported to user
by efficient and reliable remote management solution.
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How it works?
Modern remote monitoring technology enables instant
access to data from equipment in the field. There are three
main elements to a modern remote monitoring solution. The
first is the physical layer that comprises of a communication
gateway that links to field equipment, acquires the data, and
communicates it via the cellular network or the internet. The
second is the remote server that collects and stores the data.
This is often referred to as “The Cloud” and is basically a server
on the internet. The third element is the software services that
provide secure access to the data through a user interface. This
also includes functionality such as alarms via SMS or email
whenever certain thresholds are reached, trending, data
logging, report generation, remote control, etc.

What about data security?
Establishing a secure communication path with a remote
monitoring solution requires solving a number of technical
challenges (such as secure access through firewalls). Moving
data off-site raises concerns over both its security and
availability. By using solutions that are “firewall-friendly” and
restricts communication to only the intended data, it is possible
to limit the amount of information that can be accessed and
reduces the possibilities of misusing the remote access. Most
remote monitoring solutions also use encrypted communication
to avoid eavesdropping on the data exchange.
Another method to ensure the security of wireless
communication over GPRS or 3G is dedicated SIM. This means
that it is not possible to ping or try to access the remote site
except through any other link than the intended connection to
the data center.
Data storage at the remote server also needs protection. It
is common practice to regularly perform so called penetration
tests of the remote server to ensure the security protection is
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up-to-date and detect any security holes.
Access to the remote monitoring system is normally
centrally controlled and requires authentication. Multi-level
password layers are used to provide permissions to access
different functions, and the server authenticates users and
ensures their correct access levels. The server may also record
all user access as well as attempted access.

Finding solution for optimal ROI
Custom-made remote monitoring systems will give user
the exact functionality user needs, but they are often costly to
develop and time-consuming to deploy. A ready-made remote
management solution makes it possible to quickly deploy
solutions at much lower cost.
Modern remote management solutions can be deployed
within a couple of days. This helps make a quick return on
investment (ROI). By reducing service trips, user will
decrease travelling costs which will also reduce a company‘s
carbon footprint.

So, what are the costs involved?
User pays for the communication gateway which is usually
a small cost. This is a one-time investment. User can then
decide what type of service level he wants for the cloud access.
Most modern remote management solutions offer different
service levels for cloud access. Free versions with basic
functionality are often available offering a very quick returnon-investment.
No matter which solution users choose, the return-oninvestment will most likely be quick. A service visit is usually
the same cost as a single remote management gateway meaning
that user may have a payback time of only a few months.☐
> MORE@CLICK ADI03814 | www.AandD24.in
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Audit trail component

Pneumatic cylinder

B&R has added an audit trail component to its mapp technology portfolio.
For applications subject to the FDA’s
Title 21 CFR Part 11 requirements,
the mapp audit component means
both accelerated development and
reduced investment risk. The ability
to retrace actions performed on a
machine can also be of great service
to its manufacturer in the event of
warranty claims. Companies in the
Mapp audit component for 21 CFR Part 11
food and pharmaceutical industries
need the ability to log operations
performed by users seamlessly and without risk of tampering. The new
mapp audit component is a quick and easy way to implement and
customise the necessary audit trail. There is no need to write a program
for the audit trail function; all that is needed is to configure the machinespecific parameters. mapp audit automatically retrieves the information it
needs about the operator from the mapp user component using the
client-server principle. It offers benefits for other industries as well.

chanto Air Hydraulics, one of the leading Taiwanese manufacturers of air
cylinders and pneumatic components, offers ISO model aluminium alloy
pneumatic cylinder AQ2 series that is
hard-anodised. It’s compatible with
the ISO 6431/VDMA 24562 standard.
The pneumatic cylinder’s aluminium
alloy barrel prevents the equipment
from rust and erosion and its floating
cushion design eliminates vibration
while starting. The piston rod is
AQ2 series
hard-chromed and polished to
ensure the precision. The wearing
ring can avoid side wearing problem of the piston. It is also equipped with
non-lubricating bushing bearing and precision piston rod. The cushion
seal has floating design that acts against the vibration while starting. The
building sensor grooves make the sensors easily installed on the cylinder.
The company supplies all kinds of products to provide full range of
pneumatic & hydraulic components. Its wide range of models allows
selection of the ideal cylinder for almost any application.

B&R Industrial Automation | Pune
Email: shyam.padwal@br-automation.com | Tel: +91-20-4147-8999

Chanto Air Hydraulics | Taiwan
Email: chanto@ms14.hinet.net | Tel: +886-4-22126177
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Remote PLC

Single core motor cables

crouzet Automation offers em4, a perfect control system for specific
markets and applications. A small
PLC able to communicate as part of
the Internet of Things, em4 is more
than just an innovative, highperformance and easy-to-use
nano-PLC. It constitutes a real
growth platform for OEMs and
integrators who are looking for an
easy way to move their application
into the digital era. It opens up a
em4
new ready-to-use infrastructure to
them, plus an ecosystem of online
tools and services, creating new added value for their customers. The
entire range of em4 lab includes em4 soft—the most intuitive PLC software
in the market; remote access platform—“em4 web” and “em4 app” to
remotely control from a PC or a mobile device. With its exceptional
performance, uniquely precise analog I/Os and easy connectivity, em4 is
particularly adapted to segments such as water and waste treatment,
access control, small industrial machines and embedded applications.

igus has developed two lightweight single core motor cables, chainflex
CF430.D and CF440 types (unshielded and shielded) that offer up to 40 %
weight saving in moving energy chain applications. In this way, the use of
smaller e-chains can reduce cost and enhance both the energy efficiency
and the service life of energy
chain systems. As for all
chainflex
cables,
the
company offers a unique
36-month warranty for its
durability. By the use of a
special stranded conductor,
the cables are up to 40 %
lighter than standard copper
Chainflex CF430.D & CF440
cables. Depending on the
cable length and crosssection, the savings potential of the new motor cables can be up to
several tonnes, offering a considerable saving on required drive force.
The outer jacket is made of a high-quality mix of thermoplastic elastomers
(TPE) making them ideal for extremely high loads even at low temperatures
and for outdoor use.

Custom Sensors & Technologies (CST) | Bengaluru
Email: india@cstsensors.com | Tel: +91-80-4113-2204

igus (India) | Bengaluru
Email: sreejith@igus.in | Tel: +91-80-4512-7852
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Mill type roundline cylinder

Pressure sensors

Jufan offers REG160 mill type roundline cylinder for application in harsh
and demanding environment such as
metallurgy and steel industry. The
REG cylinder provides customer with
long lasting performance and its
installation dimensions and mounting
styles meet the requirements of ISO REG160
6020/1. The cylinder has front and
rear flange plate with threaded connections, combined with tight and
easy removal. The standard specifications of the cylinder includes nominal
pressure of 160 bar, bore sizes ranging from 25 mm to 320 mm and
temperature range of standard seals from -20°C to +80°C. Besides the
standard specification, the company can also design and manufacture
customised cylinder to meet individual customer requirements. It also
develops high-end miniature pneumatic cylinders, miniature hydraulic
cylinders, pneumatic rotary cylinders, and hydraulic rotary cylinders. It
manufactures tailor-made hydraulic cylinders in different shapes, sizes,
and other specifications. The company ensures that its product is of high
resistance against rigid environment and works well.

KEllER has set new standards with the M5 series sensors for static and
highly dynamic measurements up to 50
kHz. The key to measuring highly
dynamic pressure variance is to achieve,
as far as possible, a direct connection
between sensor element and medium.
With this in mind, the company has come
up with a micromechanical solution
without media isolation diaphragm,
capillary tubing, sealants or adhesives.
In the M5 series, the rear of the silicon
sensor is soldered to a supporting M5 series
element designed for excellent fluid
dynamics, which in turn is secured flush at the front of the pressure
connection. The pressure sensors in the M5 series are intended for
operating temperatures between -40°C and +180°C with a narrow total
error band (i.e. including temperature errors) of ±1%. Other features are
its overpressure protection of up to five times the measurement range
and its pressure connection with an external thread of just Ø 5 mm.

Jufan Industrial | Taiwan
Email: sales@jufan.com.tw | Tel: +886-6-2334879

KELLER AG für Druckmesstechnik | Switzerland
Email: info@keller-druck.com | Tel: +41-(0)52 235 25 25
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Thermal imaging camera

Protective modules for UL508A control cabinets

Micro-Epsilon has introduced new thermoIMAGER TIM M1 thermal imaging
camera for hot metal applications. Compact, short-wave and highly
dynamic are the three key attributes
that describe this infrared camera.
Numerous advantages include its
compact design, a USB interface and
the license-free TIMConnect software
supplied as standard. The camera’s
unique selling points comprise a
continuous temperature measuring
range of 450°C to 1,800°C, image thermoIMAGER TIM M1
frequency of up to 1 kHz and different
resolution/image frequency modes. Compared to other thermal imaging
cameras in its class, the entire temperature measuring range can be used
without any sub-ranges. Therefore, in many applications there is no need
for any measuring range switchovers and the camera is therefore much
more flexible. thermoIMAGER TIM M1 is specifically designed for
measurements on hot metals, graphite or ceramics. This is why it is
primarily used in the metal processing industry, e.g. for temperature
monitoring of hardening and forming processes for hot metals.

Murrelektronik’s MIcO protective modules for UL508A control cabinets
are now NEC Class 2 approved. So
far, an individual NEC Class 2
approved power supply was used to
create a class 2 circuit and it required
a lot of space. This method wasn’t
cost effective and caused a lot of
wiring and planning effort. With the
company’s MICO NEC Class 2
approved module, it is now possible
to design NEC Class 2 circuits even
faster, in a more compact and cost
effective way. By connecting several
MICO modules with the integrated MICO NEC Class 2 approved module
bridging system, the number of
channels can be increased up to a total current of 40 A. Components
attached to the MICO’s marked NEC Class 2 outputs devices no longer
need UL-approval. MICO’s proven functions like channel-specific
switch-off in case of overload, visual warning notice, storing errors and
the cascading start of the current paths provide additional benefits.

Micro-Epsilon | Pune
Email: pragnesh.mori@micro-epsilon.de | Tel: +91-20-2674-1009

Murrelektronik India | Bengaluru
Email: raghavendra.b.c@murrelektronik.in | Tel: +91-99-0005-7344
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Data acquisition system

Remote monitoring and control platform

Novus Automation has introduced FieldLogger data acquisition system that
offers versatile, powerful and cost effective integrated reading and recording
module for analogic, digital and other
variables. The ability to handle highly
accurate resolution analog information,
along with a wide set of connectivity
features, makes the FieldLogger a
necessary tool in laboratories and
industries worldwide. The RS485 interface
operates with a Modbus protocol and can
FieldLogger
be set as a master or slave, which allows
up to 64 channels acquisition for records.
The Ethernet interface enables access to the equipment through the HTTP,
FTP, SMTP, SNMP and Modbus TCP protocols. Fieldlogger has USB interfaces,
incorporated HMI and integrated memory for 512 thousand logs, which can
be expanded through an SD card. A color HMI can be installed remotely
allowing configuration. User-friendly configuration software connected via
Ethernet, USB or RS485 provides online monitoring, device configuration,
data downloading and exporting to spread sheets and other formats.

Red lion controls has announced its Sixnet® series RAM® industrial
cellular RTUs that now provide
high-speed global 4G LTE network
support for use with many cellular
carriers worldwide. The addition of
global 4G LTE network support to Red
Lion’s RAM industrial cellular RTUs
enable customers to easily connect,
monitor and control high-bandwidth
Sixnet® series RAM®
applications in markets including oil
and gas, water/wastewater, factory
automation, utility and transportation. The RAM platform features a
powerful built-in event engine that can easily be configured using an
intuitive web-based interface to trigger actions when pre-defined alarm
values are met. For example, if a tank level is too high or valve pressure out
of range, the RAM event engine will not only cycle a relay to stop a pump
or open a valve, but can also send SMS text messages to alert when actions
should be taken. This helps automation engineers, technicians, production
managers and network operators make critical decisions.

Novus Automation | Brazil
E-mail: info@novusautomation.com | Tel: +55 51 3323-3600

Red Lion Controls | Pune
Email: india@redlion.net | Tel: +91-73-5001-1645
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Linear modules

Laser volume flowmeter

ScHUNK has developed compact linear module, Delta 145C that enables
powerful strokes up to
4,000 mm. Its inner dualprofiled rail guide ensures
maximum rigidity and
precision, thus, exhibiting
superior performance in
absorbing heavy loads. To
increase the reliability and
service life of the module,
Delta 145C
a specially fixed plastic
cover strip protects the
guidances, and drive elements from dirt. The company offers the module
with the option of a spindle drive for constant high power and high precision
or with an economically priced, large-sized toothed belt drive for extremely
high accelerations and process speeds. The company’s Delta series is finely
graded and comprises a total of four sizes with profile widths between 110
mm, and 240 mm and strokes up to 7,720 mm (Delta 240C). With a toothed
belt drive, a maximum driving force of 2,200 N, a maximum speed of 5 m/s
and a repeat accuracy of +/- 0.08 mm are achieved.

SIcK offers non-contact and maintenance-free sensor, Bulkscan® LMS511
that measures volume flow continuously in a non-contact process and also
identifies the fill level and the centre of gravity of bulk materials on belts.
Thanks to multi-echo technology, it
always works regardless of the weather
(rain, snow, fog, dust) or the composition
of the material at hand. Not even
reflections in glass can disrupt the laser
volume flowmeter. The laser beam detects
the height profile of the bulk materials as
well as volume and throughput, at sensing
ranges of up to 20 metres. For instance,
stones of an excessive size can be
detected in good time, before they are
able to block downstream system
components. Using the integrated centre
Bulkscan® LMS511
of gravity calculation, the scanner
monitors the belt load over the complete
conveying line and recognises one-sided loads or one-sided belt loads.
It can even detect movements in the belt at an early stage.

SCHUNK Intec India | Bengaluru
Email: info@in.schunk.com | Tel: +91-80-4053-8999

SICK India | Mumbai
Email: info@sick-india.com | Tel: +91-22-6119-8900
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Your Global Automation Partner

Wear-free!
Contactless Inductive
Encoders
9Maximum Speed - 20,000 rpm
9Starting Torque Shaft Load (radial / Axial) - No Limitation as contactless
Possible variants - Absolute single/multiturn with SSI interface, Absolute
9All
singleturn with Analog & CANopen interface, Incremental with Push-Pull/HTL
9Single encoder suitable for different shaft variants - upto 20mm dia shafts
parametrization of ppr in the range from 1 to 5000 via PACTware
9inFreesingle
Encoder
with SSI interface can be connected directly to all standard fieldbus
9Versions
eliminating the need for analog input modules

Turck India Automation Pvt. Ltd.
401-403 Aurum Avenue,
Survey No. 109/4,
Near Cummins Complex,
Baner - Balewadi Link Road,
Pune - 411 045, INDIA
Tel. +91 7768933005
Email india@turck.com
www.turck.co.in

